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The Ithacan, Ithaca, New York 
11,e Jan!lary 20th March ttill not be 111st' 
another peace dem'Jl1Stratio11 any nwre tha11 a 
death in Southeast Asia is just another 
death' 
This joint statement by the People's Coaht1on 
for Peace aT)d Justice and the National Peace 
Action Coalition reflects the mood pervading the 
anti war movement (still alive) at this moment. 
, ,,,,··. When Richard Nixon steps to the rostrum on 
, , ,)._.; Inauguration Day, "the situation" as one news ;. ;J;,: S e r V i C e ha S p U t it , "' W I l l b C VO l a t I! e" . 
L.v,:,'. Demona.trations planned for January 19th and 20th 
/~;>(-:, throughout the country and the world arc 
}{;{_ breathing heavily down the necks. one would 
· think, of Nixon and Kissinger as those dates 
~)[\i approach. Or perhaps their mood is one of 
f('/i;i extreme casualness, for the marches arc to be 
·ti :l 
,,,;;,< ';i non-violent. In any case, the expectation (once 
\;Ji} again) or suspicion ·of another proposed peace 
·1' agreement has rekindled the energy of a 
,,'./'[,.! significantly larger number of people. The 
· "'F' President knows he must have a persuasive package 
·:.,-:'.·,;,;,·_:;,!_'.,\ to deliver this Saturday. 
.. A National Day of Student Protest has been 
~, ,,. called for January 19th. Locally, a candlelight h{iJ procession beginning at DeWitt Park Downtown 
~-, .,:< and ending at the Presbyterian Church around the 
i, -.~.·,·:.;,,,,,:,:-,i, bl?
1
c
1
k bis planne~ fdor 7 P'fM'hFriday. Thehmarchehrs 
, .. w1 ear remm ers o t e war sue as t .e 
'·:1/_,·'..~._t.:_-; Vietnamese city names or pictures. There will be 
. child care for the short period of time during the 
·.,__'_.,.,;,; demonstration. Two buses will leave from Cornell ?:/( for Washington at midnight and will arrive 7 A.M. 
X'.''·'3 Saturday morning. They will return to Ithaca by I 
~ ;,, .; A.M. Sunday morning. The tickets are cost priced ; ~f/; at Sll.40 for the round trip. For more information 
you are asked to phone Rich at 272-9389. 
... ~... . ... 
; ,~)·, In Washington on Friday there is a "death 
>,-,-,.-,,,'.:,'.,~.~,'. march" scheduled. Participants will also wear 
, placards as reminders of the war. Cities planning 
':,/P: their own demonstra_tions on that day include Los 
. j/Y, Angeles, Boston, Chicago, Seattle and Houston as 
: .:/':_w_ell as several European.cities. 
, {>:.i on· Inauguration Day, the major umbrella 
'.,y'J';. groups, PCPJ and NPAC, which include labor 
. ~~ ..... ,, tx:;, groups, women, welfare rights, Vietnam Veterans 
·:;.~ Against the War and the Committee of Concerned 
, ttY Asian Scholars among others - are expecting :j.1f upwards of 50,000 people, a sizable jumi:drom 
:'{J}'.! the- the last year. ane1 a haU. The VV AW has 
~:W:,,.,& planned a demonstration beginning at 9:45. A.M .• 
-~--= .... -~~ 
~y;JA ... ;, 
~,._.:.u; I 
continued on page 3 
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Treats For Sellio115t~~l£Gt· 
, ; Sena!£ 
By Jan Gatti 
On Tuesday the Senior Class 
opened a Penny Lane Candy 
Company franchise at the Union 
Q.esk, Students will be able to 
purchase Licorice, Tootsie Rolls, 
Chocolate, various types of 
Peanuts and bubble gum. 
The Senior Scholarship Fund 
has up until now been somewhat 
of a hit or miss program. This 
years Senior Class, however, has 
come up with a program which 
will assure that the Senior 
Scholarship Fund will have a 
means of existence. This feat has 
been accomplished by instituting 
the candy franchise. - · 
The concession is under the 
jurisdiction of the Egbert Union. 
Union personnel will handle the 
hiring and operation of the 
concession for the Semor Class. 
The money from the concession 
will be divided to pay for 
operational costs which include 
initial stocking and manhours. 
The Senior Scholarship is 
given to seniors and is not 
necessarily based on acadt;mics. 
It is given tothose who in their 
last year find that due to some 
tragedy (ie., loss of a parent) 
they will not be able to 
complete their ed~cation. 
Seniors may apply for this 
financial help through the 
Department of Financial Aids. 
The concession will be open 
Mon.-Fri. from 9 AM- IOPM,on 
Saturday from 10 AM-IOPM and 
on Sunday from ll AM- 10PM. 
All profits will go to the Se111or 
Class Scholarship fund, 
lf the concession is utilized by 
the students, it will be possible 
to earn from $200.00-$500.00 a 
week. This will mean that a 
minimum of $100.00 a week 
would go into the scholarship 
fund. Last year only $25.00 was 
donated to the fund. This year 
there will be no fund but the 
Class of 1973 will have left- the 
assurance of a perpetual fund to 
those classes following. 
Roll Over Egbert 
By Barry King 
AS'students returning from vacation make their 
way into the Union, they will see that the 
renovations that were in operation prior to the 
school break have reached completion. In one. 
short semester, plans that were two years on the 
drawing board have ch~nged the Union quite 
drastically. It is hoped that these changes will 
stimulate student interaction within the building 
and provide the space that has been needed to 
accomodate the student body. 
Most of the goals of the renovation operation 
have been reaJized in the form they were intended 
In t}le ca~eteria· .·which· is the most popular dining 
area on campus, students are noticing that there· 
has been more of a change than just in the line 
formations. G()ne are the old ·yellow tables and 
chairs, replaced with new, modernistic, and, for 
t~e mos~ p¢, smaller, tables a!)d chairs. Student 
reaction for the most part is favorable, although a 
few have complained that the new tables do not 
hold enough trays. There has also been a new 
carpet added to the floor, which adds a great deal 
of atmosphere to the entire area. The milk 
machines, which were previously located on each 
of the sides of the cafeteria, have now been placed 
on the same wall as the soda and fruit drink 
machines. The reason this was done was to further 
remove the crowds of students trying to fill their 
glasses from those students already settled and 
eating dinner. This is generally a good idea, but 
some students fear lhat lines will become 
monstrous between those trying to get milk and 
those returning trays. 
The snack bar in the Union has also been 
another major area of change. There are different 
tables and chairs, and what is most evident :'., that· 
continued on page 3 
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Commencement 
Plans CQnsidered 
By Jan Gatti 
Spring semester is upon us 
and once again it is time to start 
thinking about commencement. 
This year the Community 
Council has formed an ad hoc 
committee consisting ·of; 
Chairman-Joanne 
Solomon(Senior Clas~ 
President);Faculty 
member-Hµgh 
Hammet ;Administration 
member-Chuck Broadhead;and 
Junior Student-Jim Kelsey to 
work on this subject. 
--Tiiecommittee·s efforts have 
been centered around making 
the commencement ceremony 
academically oriented. The 
committee feels that the purpose 
of commencement is to recognize 
academic excellence. 
. The recommenciations of the 
committee follow. _ 
-,1) Caps an~ gowns should be 
retained. 2)Awards be made to 
the student in each acad~mic 
major who has been chosen by 
the re'specff•/e- department 
faculty as the outstanding senior 
student in that· discipline. 3 )That 
the College institute two awards 
for "excellence in teac_hing"to 
be - made to- members of the 
faculty at each commencement 
ceremony. These two faculty 
members would be chosen by a 
committee consisting of seven 
senior students (one from each 
undergraduate school), two 
administrators and two faculty 
members, all appointed by the 
President of the College·. 
Anyone, however, may. submit 
suggestions as to. fac;ulty 
members -that they feel should 
be considered for the award:-4) 
One of the two faculty members 
honored by the "excellence in 
teaching" award will be 
designated by the committee as 
the Commencement speaker. 5) 
1 he "Student speaker at 
graduation re presenting the 
Senior Class be the student that 
is the Senior Class President. 6) 
Five awards be designated for 
Commu.nity Service and be 
present by the Vice-President for 
Student -and Campus Affairs. 
Students must be seniors and 
would be chosen by the entire 
Student Affairs staff on the basis 
of their contribution to the 
College. 7) Graduation exercises 
would be held outside. in the 
football stadium(an indoor rain 
pian would_ be provided). 8)The 
Marshals would be chosen-in the 
following manner: College 
Marshals-2 active senior faculty · 
m em bers,Faculty marshals-two 
next in seniority,T'rustee 
m a r s h a I s - two . n ex t in 
seniority,Class 
marshals-President and 
Vice-President of the 
Class;Degree Candidate 
Marshals-Selected hy Academic 
Deans and Directors on the basis 
of distinctive academic 
achievement. t)) Re-emphasis on 
the mini-commencement 
ceremonies by the Schools and 
Divisions to· individualize 
graduation and give parents and 
students the opportunity to ste 
their professors afterwards when 
they actually rect'ive their 
diplomas. IO) The committee -
re-affirms the tradition ol 
granting honorary degre.:s at 
commencement. 
This proposal has hecn 
submitted to President Phillips 
for his consideration. The 
Committee. however. wishes to 
emphasize that this is 111\:rely a 
proposµl and is not· final. The 
Committee would like to receiVl' 
comments on the proposal and 
are more than willing to con~id.:r 
new suggestions. Anyone with 
comments \hould contact 
Joanne Solomon at ~74-3~81 or 
X3281. 
Rockefeller 
On Drugs 
ALBANY, New York (LNS)-
Charging that "we must take 
stern measures," New York 
Governor Nelson Rockefeller 
used his 15th annual State of 
State speech to vow "to close all 
avenues of escape" to hard drug 
pushers and users. Specifically, 
Rockefeller proposed to the 
state legislature that people 
convicted of selling hard drugs 
and addicts who commit violent 
crimes "under the influence" 
receive a mandatory, 
non-negotiable non-parolable 
life prison sentence. 
The proposed measure, which 
would be the first law of its kind 
in the U_ S. also provides a 
mandatory 15 year sentence for 
minors convicted of pushing or 
violent drug-related crimes. The 
legislation would also provide a 
$1000 bounty for information 
on hard drug pushers. In his 
speech, Rockefeller lists "Hard 
drugs" as heroin, amphetamines, 
barbituates, LSD, hashhish and 
included a vague, open-ended 
reference to " other dangerous 
drugs." 
"These are tough laws,· the -
governor told the legislature.· 
.. These are drastic measures. But 
I am thoroughly convinced ... 
that nothing else will do."· 
Reaction to Rockefeller's· 
proposal was immediate and 
,.,.,;xed. In the State HQuse- the 
for life penalties _ was the 
only section fo the governor's 
speech that was applauded, with 
many legislators rallying to the 
Law 'n 'Order approach in an 
effort to give their constituents 
the impression that tey.'re doing 
something about the drug 
plague. 
In New York City, however, 
such groups as the legal Aid 
Society, the New York Civil 
Liberties Union and the radical 
National Lawyers Guild were 
quick to condemn the move as 
misdirected and dangerous to 
individual rights. 
Robert McKay, dean· of the 
New York University School of 
Law and chairman of the 
commision which investigated 
the Attica rebellion, termed the 
proposed legislation "completely 
counter to everyrhing the 
civilized world has been working 
for. " Representative Bella 
Abzug (D-NY) expressed an 
objection seconded by many 
when she pointed out that 
"contrary to Rockefelle,rc:'s 
National Lawyers Guild t.ermed 
the move a "terrible event"· 
aimed not at the sources'of hard 
drugs but at the victims of it. "It 
is clear," she explained. "that 
those arrested.' will be jlftlkies 
who mug or deal small quantities 
to support their habit and not 
the people who are making the 
big money from trade." 
_ She also pointed out that such 
Presid{:nt Ellis L. Phillips Jr. 
has announced the appointment 
of Robert Beyea Sprague as new 
Dean of the School of Allied 
Heal th Professions at Ithaca 
College. Since 1966, Sprague has 
been a professor and head of the 
Division of Physical Therapy at 
I .C., one of the largest such · 
programs in the nation. The 
appointment is effective July l. 
Sprague will succeed Acting 
Dean Louis D.i Carlo, who 
accepted a temporary 
appointment during the 
College's academic 
reorganization in I 971. At that 
time·, the School of Allied 
Health· Professions was 
established to include programs 
in physical therapy, speech 
pathology and audiology and 
administration of health services. 
A native of Cortland, Sprague 
graduated cum laude from 
SUNY at Cortland in 195 I with 
a B. s. degree in 'iealth and 
physical education. He received 
a certificate in Physical Therapy 
from the College of Physicians 
and SuTgeons at Columhia 
University and an M.A. rn 
Teaching of Science from 
Columbia's ·1 cacher~ College. llis 
Lloctorate 1~ in physical 
education with specialit.ation in· 
adapted phy~ical education and 
r e h a b i I I t a t i o n f r n Ill t Ill· 
Umvt:r~itv of Iowa. !'here.: he 
also taught for three yt:ars and 
~t'rvetl a, Clink Sup.:rvi,<H of the 
lln1v,:r~it y I l<hptl al. 
""lie 1.111ghl at Sl'"\Y at 
Cortland trom 1'157 to l'lt,3 and 
for two vt•ar, ,11 !ugh ,t·lwol~ in 
llh:kwill~ and Hay Shor.:. '\.Y. 
lk has tlont· atldition;tl ,tudy at 
Cornell ll111\t:r~11y Jilli 
Alleghany ('olleg.: 111 \leatlville. 
Pa. 
flt: ha, had wttk e,penen<:e a~ 
a phy,1t·;tl tht·rapi,t. with four 
years from l'))'I to l'IC,J at 
CortLtnd :-.1t-morial llospt1al. 
where he wa~ d11L'f therap1~t: 
and al the U.S. Air Force·~ 
Don.tldson l:la~e 111 ( iret·nvilk. 
S_("_ lk al,o ,pent ,1 ~ummer at 
the Meadowbrooke llosp1tal at 
llemp~teaLI. L.L. anu another at 
1drast1c· action was probably 
prompted by the lad that drug 
related crimes are spreading 
from the Black and Latin 
sections of New York City mto 
the white and wealthier areas. 
Many critics of the 
Rockefeller proposal point to 
-
-· . :;.. 
the Neurolg1cal lnstitut.! of 
l'reshyterian Hosptial in New 
York City. 
In recent years Sprague has 
ht'en active in the New York 
Chapter of the American 
Physical Therapy Association, 
serving as president for -two 
Yt'ar., .ind as a current member 
of 1h l:loartl of Dirnctors. For 
lht· pa,1 two years. Sprague has 
heen tht' chief delegate of t,1e 
\l<-'w York chapter to the 
\/a11onal Conterence of A.P-.T.A. 
S111.:e l'IC,'I he has mamtained 
a l1m1tt·d priv:1le practice in 
Ithaca anti ~erved on the Board 
of Directors of the 
Recorhtrut"tion Home. He is also 
a physical therapy consultant at 
the S,=neca Falls Municipal 
1 lospital in Seneca Falls. 
At lthat·a College. he chaired 
the Feasability Committee for 
Allied Health Professions from 
I <J<, 7 yo I 970 and the College's 
Long Ra11ge Planning Committee 
on Curriculum from 1970 to 
the recent revelation of drug 
related police corruption in -the 
New York City police depart 
ment as evidence that drug 
traffic is controlled by organized 
crime. It is felt that -they have 
_ginded control, using 
intimidation and/or bribery of 
1972. He was also elected co the 
Tower Faculty Club Board of 
Directors this past year. 
He has published and been -
active in research on problems of 
knee stability with Ithaca 
College Professor Hommer 
Merrifield and the faculty of 
Cornell University's Department 
of Mechanical Engineering and 
the Cornell Medical school in 
New York City. 
Among his honors are two 
fellowships from the National 
Foundation for Infantile 
Paralysis and the National 
Science Foundation,a research 
assistantship at the University of 
Iowa. and a two-year traineeship 
from the American Physical 
Therapy Association and 
Vocation al Rehabilitation 
Association. 
Sprague and his wife, the 
former Virginia King, and their 
six children, live at 1470 
Trumansburg Road. 
- - -
Ihigh: ranking 9fficials. 
Many people are convinced 
that if an investigation into the 
drug racket ever reached the top, 
the result would be a major city 
continued on page 3 
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. ACA PROJE .·,' .. -= 
SUr,,iVf~g With -,, Zero Profit' i 
. By Dave Conroy . 
"Man, did you hear about the Jthaca P_roject? 
"Yea, I heard that they operate some stores but 
they don't operate under a profit system. 
"That's riglit. The people who started it don't 
dig Jiving in an economy th.at is based on 
competition that results in an atmosphere of 
hostility towards the consumer as well as the 
owner." 
"That sounds alright but how do the people 
who operat~ the Ithaca Project live?" 
"What they do is take a minimal salary of no 
more than 1 00 or 110 dollars a week. The people 
of the Ithaca_.Project hope to set up a counter 
economy of which all members of the Project 
: operate under a zero profit system." 
Renovation 
contilllled from page I 
there' is a _partition between where the line forms 
for ord6rs and the location of the tables arid 
chairs .. Inclications are that this was a i:nove in the 
right. direction, as there have been a 8:feater 
number of students frequenting the snack bar as of 
late. Also, is students·want to sit in a quieter area, 
they can go to one of the tables located where the 
old student lounge was located, next door to the 
snack bar. 
The _pub opened for busin~ss on Tuesday, and it 
Inauguration 
continued from page I 
There has been considerable support for the 
demonstrations from such groups as the World 
Council of Churches and the National Student 
Association as well as from individuals such as 
Wendell Anderson, Governor of Minnesota and 
. Ngo Vinh Long,- International Representative of 
. the National Student.Union of South Vietnam. 
In .. addition,- it is understood that Leonard 
Bernstein will conduct the New York 
Philharmonic in an anti-war concert Friday 
evening at the National Cathedral in Washington. 
while yet another march will start at 12:00 noon 
from the Arlington National Cemetary. The latter 
group will link up with more marchers at the 
Lincoln Memorial at 1.00 P.M. The larger march 
will - proceed concurrent to Nixon's inaugural 
parade and "".ill end at the Washington Monument. 
Students for a Democratic Society and the 
Progressive Labor Party plan another march the 
same day that will end only three blocks from the 
Capitol Building. 
"H~w do they hope to generate an entire 
counter economy?" _ 
"Well, 4% of the gross is tacked on which is 
payed to the "Alternative Fund". This money is 
used exclusively in direct grants and loans to start 
other new zero profit businesses." 
"You say there already are three shops in Ithaca 
that operate this way?" 
"Yea, an electronics shop, a furniture shop and 
an auto repair shop." 
"Where are they located, man?" 
"The electronics and furniture shops are in the 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza up on Elmire Roa'.ji and the 
auto repair shop is up by the Tompkins County 
Hospital. For further directions you can call 
272-8584." 
. ·- -- -·· . .f' 
is hoped that it will be as popular as the old one 
which was in the Towers. In order to attract 
students, a color television is availabJ~..for use, and 
eventually old-time flicks will also be shown. The 
new student bookstore now replaces the old pub 
location. It is larger than the old store, and there is 
also a larger variety of books and other items 
available. 
The Rec Room may turn out to be one of the 
most popular areas within the Union. It is 
equipped with ping-pong tables, a color television, 
and other fun things. It is much different from the 
vacant Rec Room of last semester. 
Of course there have been other changes that 
"And you. say prices- are cheaper because they 
make no profit?" 
"Right, prices are determined by need: 
overhead, wages, materials, contingencies, and 
depreciation. Plus the 4% self-tax that goes 
directly to the Alternative Fund." 
"And if they are successful the people who 
started the Ithaca Project are going to try to 
establish a whole community of these businesses?" 
"Right, man, sounds interesting doesn't it?" 
"Yea." 
"Give them a call if you ·need their services and 
even if you don't, if you just want to ·talk about 
what they're doing they would be more than 
happy to discuss their ideas with you." 
"OK" 
the students have seen since the latter part of last 
semester, such as the new Union desk in the main 
lobby, and tfie changtng of the mailroom location. 
These changes along with the others, should really 
make the Union an enjoyable place to spend some 
time. The money that'the college spent was from a 
savings fund designated by law to be saved for 
renovations. It was not taken away from any other 
area of student needs. The original projected cost 
was around $300,000-$400,000. As it turned out, 
the actual cost was $409,000. But it seems 'that in 
the long run it will pay off, due to increased use 
by students, and the overall pleasure in seeing a 
real student activities center, as opposed to the 
limping dog it used to b-e. 
COMMENT 
you will hsten. It seems few 
people bother to talk and listen, 
but I think it might be nice to 
get to know someone "inside" 
before judging them from the 
"outside." hope you 'II get to 
know me, by reading on. 
Continued on pa:e 5 
Understanding people is an art 
of human relations. Learning to 
listen to people is a pre-requisite. 
one not offed at IC where one 1s 
sometimes ··forced to hsten·· 111 
order to ··(earn"'. Respect and 
proper tolerance can grow from 
the above aims of listening and 
understanding. to he followed 
hy questioning. love. and action. 
My name is ·· Arh1l"' for our 
purposes here. and I nave 
decided to offer to you a weekly 
one-person dialog. It will be a 
trip through the thoughts and 
mind (with apologies to some 
psychologists who say there is 
no mind) of a fellow l(' student. 
What I will write are my feelings. 
sometimes angry, sometimes 
concerned. sometimes apathettc. 
They may change from one 
week to the next, hut I hope 
continued from page 2 
govemment scandal, involving 
not only police and city officials, 
but prominent businessmen as 
well 
It was on December· 14, that 
the NYC pouce department 
revealed that 57 pounds of 
heroin, worth about $10 million, 
that had been confiscated in 
1962 during the famous "French 
Connection" affair, had. been 
stolen from its storage place at 
Police Headquarters. By the time 
the week was out, it was 
revealed that a total of 300 
pounds of heroin and cocaine, 
Worth about $100 million had 
been «stolen" from the police. 
Il11Cheryl. Millions of 
pea leflew 
me astyeai: 
The narcotics detective whose 
name was on one of the sign out 
sheets for the drugs was found 
dead in his unmarked car last 
March with a bullet hole in his 
chest. At the time his death was 
ruled suicide. 
Instead of dealing wiht this 
situation, Rockefellers's 
proposal does the exact opposite 
'lt takes the focus off the big 
~uppliers and places it on 
. muggers with the. strange notion . 
;that drug addiction can be 
; stopped by removing people 
:andnot by remobing drup . .But 
i,for those making a fortune 011 
·~lruaa. Rocke(eller ·b.u laid a 
\perfect smokescreen for them to 
:1'Wor~_:.1>,'hind. ; :·. · 
.And isn't it disgusting! Sometimes when I think about it 
Women's Liberation makes a lot of sense. But I always wilnt,ed 
to fly ilnd he glamourou,"- T hnrl 11n Idea I would be pinchecl and 
propositioned (PtlP we call It) to !UCh an extent. I mean some 
of· these bu:rinessmen are such anlmdlsl 
Anyllo,w, as for Women's Lib I gue/13 It'll have to wait. /'\le got a 
date with General Lavelle tonight! 
GO FLY YOURSELF 
Editorial 
. . ·, __ •. 
Once again the call has gone outto campuses across the··country to One would hope that this is not the prevailing attitude ·ot:i,;ollege·' 
respond to the bombing escalation -and . the · lack of goot;I faith , students today. For the past few years our ·energies have not:_ b~. 
exhibited by the Nix.on· administration. Once again we are forced to · released : m such,· a way. as to · change . our, societal environ~e_nt.. · 
reckon with ·our consciences, and .-confront t}Je.-seemiogly Perhaps w~ were· waiting ·for some national- .event ,to give·~~ 
uncomfortable. Can · we be· so numb ··and. senseless·· that.· th~ motivaticm to mobollze, and oqanize our strength. This time bas 
unparalleled attacks and resulting -civilian deaths are rqerely come. We fa~ a ·situation in which our .country,,remains embrottecl in· 
negligitile sid.e effects'of a machine out of. control? Who,_has-helped a· war that was supposed. to end years~- w~ fa~_a,~_nstant.chain_ •,. 
create that machine. . . ·of negotiating sessions and then bombing. :-!he· leng~ of tltese 
As we soak· up the sun and rbvy our tootsie rolls dOC$ it eve? o~- . ·periods determined· by American .public. n,action. Public outc~ •:. . .. 1 l ·, 
to us that· something very inhuman .is happening,•atound us? It . is· ended the Christmas 1pombings of Hanoi and,Hai_pbQng. not .nilitaty · a,;i-.id 
unfortunate that Student Congress' ·Executive-Board couldn't get' it success. ,Tho bombing·has ended for--the :time- being:.The Am~n~:- .. ,;·,y!;-; 
together - enough to draft a statement concerning Ute upcoming. public now-fo~. abqut the killinss·QCt:,deah'uction. -When the.ir, 1 - ·:ib,:, 
demonstrations locally--and in Washington. This.mood of· casuaL. memorie$ are thOf<>Ugbl~,.cleansed-if is;lilte.ly:Jhat the bombing wnt .. .- -: ,:!,r' 
indifference pe~des · tthaca·~ College . and ·perhaps· such, a·. lack .of come again. It. is our .responsibility to keep-Ami,tica aware ·9f ~:~a.-_:, . , 
response·· is- symptomatic of .that condition .. Why- have· over-2S<,. policies._ · '-- ... .-. •··. ·; . ,· ,··; ; ,:. ,,:·, ... ·, .· :;. ·:,-': _· · .. :-,,;,; -,~·; -~-· : •.. . ::.-r11! 
students· decided to· leave-t~ institution- since· the· end· of· ·last . This w~kend there will,be several wqs to e~pre~yow digcon~~~,., . : -: .·. , 
semester? Js:there another .. institutionofhigherleatning? Ptotest i&a .. ,, -·with,the war a~4 th~)Nilton·Secret~f~. Ther:eiwiJJ;,b~,..l9~t:.,_::;. __ , ... '.;'.ti 
declaratio~ of humanity .. ·:v.~t thechanelsforprotest ~~t-': sun:ou~ ' ·: ·.,, ~ties and organized--d~monst~t!~PJ il(W~~~ where;~,._·:··~- _ . ·'. . ,,-,.:~ .. 
us are left unused. Protest ts- an- extension -of creat1vf.iy· l;1eCJu~ it. . ,wilL.amass :- t(Lsbow ·. thear abhon'ence:,Df.i .. th., ., .wa,~ j-W~, -~\ ~ .. _:_· ·.· . • . . :..M· 
shows·· we: que~tion the establish~ -order. Yet we, appea_r· to be . • nu_mh.endo1 mak-e -O~~s b~;::bUt7c?°~·~~)\iwe:~t,.·~-~:j;/ :-': .... , .,.,;i:: 
contentwtththingsastheyare. · ··· ._ · , .· ,. ·· __ .out.: W:~~~nsibloforevery·:-~~~-.tme4-~~;;,~.~->: .' :·. ··wY_ 
, _ We·musN~1;19e~t~~ ~~-~~e.com~.s~~\\'.lY._~~~P~P.'t~~· .. ~,µt~ .... -· · ... ,.~,..~l,b~~'ld_W_ai~_!,o/.the_p~~nt .9P'!VN,~~~~~l9.-~~~=->··:·; "· ·''"~ -. ', 
for us.to stagnate and wait for change to ,come upon us is_matioMI. · · lf is _time tl>,gi\ftrthe -systern·-a·g<)()d·~:!11.J~.m.. ~~·-··;. · ".·:· .{;:''"\.":,~~ · "., ···• '. ·."' ,'. , .. 
. . : . >. . . . . ·:'/i, ·:: ·-:,. ·.·:: __ ._:_._:_:·,::._:_;_._: ___ ,_·:.-_-~.l.;_}_;:_;:r\e::::t rt_:_,·;_:-_·'._:~.~;:_}_:~_:.:,::._ "5t:/f •. 
·:-As Activities Editor of the 
,.~yugan, for i972-1973, I am 
· _tequesting that all organizations 
·. on the Ithaca College campus 
: have their group picture taken 
by Feb. 9, 1973. I would 
.. appreciate your reply as to a 
convenient date, time and 
location, by Dec. 22, 1972. 
Unfortunately, due to lack .of 
time, if I do not hear from you 
by the specified date;. I will 
assume you do. ni;,_t' want to have 
your organization's ·picture ·:in 
this yeai's yearbook. All replies 
!=an be sent to the Cayugan 
office in the West Tower, or to. 
myself. Thank you for your help 
and cooperation in this urgent 
matter. 
Student~- at ithaca Co.liege 
seem to have shut themselves 
out of· campus . affairs due to 
their own ·lack of participation. 
Under our new Governance 
structure, students have, an 
opportunity and responsibility 
to involve themselves in a ·viahle 
organization where suggestions. 
complaints and ideas can he 
heard and acted upon. Hopefully 
the Student Congress will he just 
such a forum for students to 
.activelY.·have, a ;;aY in the 
operation of stud_ent'and ·campus 
affairs, With the first meeting of 
Student Congress on Tuesday 
January 23, at 7 p.m. in the 
Union Dining Hall, open to 
thcommunity, students will have 
a unique opportunity to exercise 
Donna Wexler their -rights to self-government. 
Activities Editor A new Vice.Chairman will he 
TO THE EDITOR: 
appointed along with a new 
chai~man for the Community 
Health and Safety Committe. A 
The bi-partisan ad-hoc Committee on Committees is 
Committee on Responsible being established, to be chaired 
Public Relations of the by the Vice Chairman, which 
Ninety-Second Congress of will review thecommi.ttee 
S.0.L.B. would like to take this structure and facilitate what has 
opportunity to call to the sometimes been an impossible 
attention of your readers the bureaucratic jungle of the 
flagrant misrepresentation of the "eternal passing of the buck". 
title of our esteemed collegium Presently students are 
by the Honorable Thomas urgently needed to fill vacancies 
Downing, D-Va. (aka Dave on various committees. Rather 
Conroy) in his article, "Playing then recruit people only from 
That Politics Game," which Congress, it would be helpful to 
appeared in, ·your- I 5, December increase the number of students 
issue of ~ Ithacan. On behalf involved on ca'mpus by seeking 
of the " Students of Legislative / volunteers from the student 
Behavior (Who Make Federal body at large instead of having 
Cases Out of Everything), the people become members of still 
Committee would like to refer another committee. 
the Gentleman from Virginia to Community Benefits needs I 
the Congressional Record of IO senior, the Library committee, J 
October,.available through the Humanities and· Sciences 
good offices of Clerk Edith student; Ad-Hoc Judicial Code 
Green, wherein is recorded the ComJ!littee, 2 students; Faculty 
unanimo~ decision to title our Personnel A()peals Committee 1 
distinguished collegial body . senior; Educational Policies 
S.O.L.B. (W.M.F.C.0.0.E.) Committee, 1 student; and the 
instead of (the misnomer)Fred. Teacher Education Committee 
With all due respect to our l student. ' 
senior colleague, we hope Mr. 
D o w n i'n g a c c e p ts this 
Committee's "friendly 
amendment" to his column. We 
are beholden to his gracious 
article that euphemized the 
deliberations of 
S.O.L.B.-deliberations that 
might have been otherwise 
described as buncombe. 
Rev. Robert Drinan (D-Mass) 
Chairman 
Neal Smith (D-Iowa) 
Robert Haber (R-Mich) 
While last semester was a 
productive one, hopefully this 
semester meetings will be run 
with more efficiency and 
organization due to o the 
experience everyone has gained. 
Congress needs student input to 
be a meaningful and effective 
organization. It is up to ·the. 
students here to make it serve 
their interests'.: Any suggestions 
or participatio'n is welcomed. 
The semester ahead can be a 
very promising, profitable one if 
the sfodents are wi!_lin~ _t_o_ 
·:; :·-\i~c~!~;;, · .. :,. · - - -· ' .. ., 
· I would. like 'to· resporid,'t~: -~n 
artier~. pubijshed _.jlJ :y'out 
·_December IS issure?· •'•r>rugs: A 
Prohlem . Here'?" So.me· of · the 
·article · discusses a conversation 
wiht me. and I'd like to clarify a 
few points: 
t Housing is attempting to 
clarify it's own role in dealing 
with• the '"drug problem .. and is 
in no way attempting to 
determine dr suggest what the 
roles of other campus agencies 1 
should he. 
2. I did say thal Housing was 
.. not a police or an enforcement 
agency" hut I did not say. nor 
mean, that we were. unwilling to 
work with the Division of Safety 
and Security if the situation 
deemed necessary. 
3. I did not mean to imply 
that there is "no problem of 
drugs at l.C .. " I merely stated 
that college students are, for the 
most part , more sophisticated 
in their knowledge of drugs than 
they were five years ago. 
I hope that this will clarify 
any misconceptions that anyone 
may have had in reading the 
article in that issue. Thanks for 
the chance to espress my views 
directly. 
Sincerely, 
Don Runyon 
rJJJp,.- .J.'-.... 
"may we . 
. -toke to,you?" 
. I-:',: 
the ithacan 
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.. Vpo,i Ke~_a" 
We haT~ not.lelniechnytbins·· 
we don't Wldentud: anything, 
we don't 'k110.w"aiiytbin9, 
we don't selJ°aitythins, 
vie don't lielp, · 
~e ,don't betray~ 
'.nd .. · 
we will n~~ !o~~· 
' . for a new '.Linus security b~et. -· :. 'to:b~ ·Whaf you ,thollght, may be teacher:i, ~t~) ,and get the stamp 
, 'For fijlme..: ·tl]..f >~.ip~~-"'~t, _: :.diff~IP*- ac.cept. . . . of approval fron:i: H1e·.-man af the 
'become, a sec~rity ~t- of. · _. Accord~g- to one sourc~ a ··. -~nd of the ~~e (c~mmonly 
sorts, for a while. Some seniors student.spends about 1000 houf!I. -called the Admmistration and a 
will con·tinue their ('!) · a yeariiraclassroom,anamount .diploma). Certain parts are 
"education" by going to tha_t· · of time· .surpassed only by sleep', weeded out along the way, and 
even higher ivory tower called few people give even half this some machines are reetaced. 
·. "_gradpte school." For some, it -time -.to o~er matters, even But it is probably too late in 
will. be _._ a few more yea.rs. of religion.:·so one might wonder at co 11 e g e to ch an g e the 
"security." times whether this much of "hate-to-learn" and " fear of 
For most, however, the one's life should .be tied up in grades" oomplexesestablishedin_ 
decisiQn concerns "What are you "public education" as opposed high. school, and before. Few of 
going to do after graduation?" to •• individual education" --an us may even know who we are.· 
This question joins the important distinction in In DEATH OF THE FAMILY, 
memorable list of other (alse temrlnology. · What· the ·peyson · David Cooper talks about the 
-Czech Freedom Poster c·on-versation starters, such· as ·ha& become after public school .. radical dissolution of- the false 
"How was your vacation?" ·and (not to mention college) is such egoic structures that one is 
; Now that another term has .. What did you do over the. a . complicated, ,and at · tim~s, brought up to experience onesell 
begun, it seems important, as• summer?". etc. Job hunting, the well-trained, intelligent, stupid, in." Yes, read it again, listen, 
always, to sit back and reflect on ·. grown-up- version of the Easter u n· t b i n k i n·g.., won d er f u J understand, and read on ... 
where one- has been, is now; iind . egg. hunt, is now. an important nonperson; that it staggers the 
might- be going.· activity. If one -can lan(i#a job at imagination to think that this 
For -seniors· 'this becomes a , all, one· will probably take it, p'erson is the product of a. 
matter· of importance, for the even if it ~·t quite what one ~~h"beral educational institution." 
c o m b i ·n a t i'o n -wants.· Of ·eourse·, someone.·· That it is an. institution is a. 
high-school-summer camp· called· · might convince himself he wns · ·problem. in itself. The parts on 
"college" is about to come· to an .. ·( and would like) this job, ~nee the .assembly line (commonly , 
end. For some it. will complete facing up, to the possibliiy that called ·students) are run through· 
training in a particular field. But you-spent over $16,000 and fou.- -various machines· (commonly , 
for others it may mean ·search · yearsto·discoveryoudon'twant_·-· called classes, professors, 
" ... one is viciously 
indoctrinated ... by the. kindest, 
closest, . · . 
best intention~ people in 
the world--one's parents and 
one's teachers. One thing, 
for sure, is that one can show 
. no generosity or compassion 
to them until one can let them 
see that one will .no longer 
submit t6 the throttling grip 
of 'the rope that is around 
their necks. The only way to · 
compasmonate involvement 
with others is the short cut of 
one's own liberation." 
So mu ch for this week's 
thoughts. Other coming topics 
include: · · 
"The College Student - A 
Parental Reincarnation" 
.. Are College Students 
Effete Snobs After All?" 
"College is for Those Who 
Can't Educate Themselves" 
.. Wlly Not Men's 
Liberation?" 
"Racism on Campus, or 
... Snow White Meets Little Blaclc 
Sambo." 
I hope you will read and 
respond, for "hopefully, if more 
people are talking, more people 
are listening." 
Your fellow 
cross-bearer, 
Arbil 
N8W Y or~ M•yorality 
THAT'S_.TffE 
the Liberai line ~f the ballot. Lindsay-headed trio to run 
· · · · · · · against him is Comptroller Abe 
The present number two man 1 · · f h STO,. .. R"~E~ ·-·· ---·; ,· .. _, ... ,. ·-:r~_'·~Jie: ·_~it), ·c~iy_ ~-o_uncw.:.Ca;:~_::~':~:n~;~iu: ~-. I· .I. . . Pre~l~ent.Sa~~or~.Garebk,18 also . beell rej~cted by ·the electorate. 
~_!~~Ben-~ Having eight years· of Lindsay 
With the presidency decided~ under their -belts, New Yorkers 
the race for .'the 11econd most 'wm.·. be: wary of this man's 
difficult job in the country is at promises. T.he Lindsay years 
hand. January 1973 signals the . were -,:io_t the ·best for the city. 
start of- ·the New York City Subjected to an ongoing series of 
inayorality campaign. As i~- past public s·ervi ce strikes, rising 
years,-·there are ·many candidates crime rates and loss of 
and.it's:hard 'to tell the players· iild11strial jobs and revenues. 
apart: · , · ...- · · New Yorkers are near their 
. At:. present there are . nine hi~est level of discontent. In 
candidates for the Democratic addition, Li'ndsay's fellow 
nomination, a new record. high. executives will be in the ring 
Each of these candidates will against him, which will take any 
atempt to appeal to the l;lroadest 
possible base of..the "New.~York 
credence away from a cry of 
unity from Lindsay. Lindsay's 
main asset is hili striking good 
looks, which wooed the women 
voters of New York four years 
ago. Their pocketbooks will now 
speak louder than their eyes, 
fear the Lindsay camp. His 
financing· will be organized by 
Gustave Levy of Goldman. 
Sachs, Wall Street investment 
bankers. A third Lindsay term 
will probably be available for 
New Yorkers in 1973. hut on 
aspi~ng, f~- ~e top_ spot._ The .Recently ·Beame has been 
tormer Pobce ~om~1on::r has · lashing :out spending practices 
_solvent financial . backing from of " rious city agencies in an 
various industrial concerns. His atte~pt to become associated 
chances for the nomination have with financial reform, which, been decreased as a result of the 
Knapp Commission reports in 
wh·ich he was criticized in his 
former role. New York is tired 
along with law and order, should 
be the prime issues this year. His 
funding -will be run by the -
vestiges of Hubert Humphrey's 
of police corruption and Garelik fund-raising apparatus in New 
is too closely linked with the y ork. 
negative side of this issue to win 
the primary. 
T h e a s t 0 f t h e 
The next grouping of 
continued on page 7 
City electorate. Eigb.t.:"0~·1hetrr, ::. 
will have one common target for . -
their political salvos; John V. 
Lindsay, candidate and 
incumbent mayor. 
The Weekly Cloud Dragon Caplion ConTesT 
Unlike his one time ally 
Richard Nixon, the term 
"re-elect" will not do much to 
help the Lindsay Campaign. 
INTER-FRATERNITY 
COUNCIL NEWS 
The Inter-Fraternity Council 
hopes that everyone had a great 
vacation and is ready to bet back 
into the s·wing of things. Rushing 
is starting soon so everyone "Get 
Psyched"!! The Greek houses on 
campus are planning their 
second semester activities and 
they are supposed to be some of 
the best activities ever. 
Some December news: 
Winner: Tom Bar:rdorfer 
WIN FIVE DOLLARS CASH 
or choose 
TEN DOLLARS WORTH OF MERCHANDISE lrom: 
CLOUD DRAGON CRAFTS 
The sisters of Mu Phi Epsilon 
are excited to announce that 
their Christmas Bazaar which 
was held in order to raise money 
for the piano fund was. a great 
success. Mu Phi would 'like to 
congratulate the winner. of the 
raffle, Tone Penso, whose prize 
was a four foot bottle of wine. · 
To the student body who helped 
make. this a success the sisters 
say, Thank-you. To Tony 
Pens~Enjoy! 
.cJoud Dragon .has s·upplies tor: 148 E. STATE STREET 
ITHACA, N\r. 14850 
CAPTIONS MUST BE RECIEVED 
BY NOON-WEDNESDAY 
Ga~ma Delta Pi Sorority saw 
Santa Claus arrive in his (?) red 
rain suit at their Christmas party 
held the Thursday b~fore exam 
week. The sisters exchanged gifts 
with th~ presents ranging from 
cookies to hand-made · Gamma 
Delt crafts. 
Aqention all Greek 
houses· .-talk to your I.F.C. 
representative for details in 
getting your news in this 
coluinn. 
To air non-Greeks-Keep your 
eyes Open· for signs and posters 
announcing the rush dates. Rush 
·is staitfng soon! . · : 
... . '. ' ., . 
Candlemaking, Macrame, 
Stained Glass, Decoupage, 
Ru~akirig & Needlecrafts, 
Beer ~ Winemaking, Batik, 
Tie-dying, Bottle cutting, 
Beadcrafts, Origami, and 
Glass Stain Paints. PLUS; 
Rugs, Candles and finished-crafts made 
locally for sale o~ consignment. 
PHONE: 273-1030 
·················································· 
·ADDRESS ......................................... .. 
CAPTION.: ........................ : ....... -., ......... . 
.. .................................................................... . 
................................................................ 
DROP OFF ENTRIES AT; 
Egbert Union Contest Box 
Ithacan Mail Slot- West Tower Basement 
Downtown at Cloud Dragon Crafts 
If you decide to mail your entry, 
address yo\lr entry to:CAPTION 
CONT EST EDITOR Ithacan 
Publishing Co. Inc., Ithaca College, 
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850. 
•. The ·most original, humorous and/or 
: appropriate_ caption will win. Enter as 
: many times as you like. 
. 
. . 
• I 
By Ward H. Silver 
It has been 85 long days since 
peace was at hand. At this 
moment it (still-sic) appears well 
out of reach. That is a truly sad 
commentary on the degree of 
faith the American people put in 
Richard Nixon's ability to end 
this despicable tragedy before 
election day (before Christmas, 
before New Yeani, before .. · ... ). 
Since Henry Kissmger made that 
optimistic pronouncement last 
October, the transfromation · of 
world and domestic opnion from 
.cautious hope to· ()Yerwhelming 
· indignation has been remarkable, 
to say the least. But even more 
suprising has been the overt with 
drawal of information into the 
highest echelons of decision 
making at a time of ~scalated 
military attacks over Southwest 
Asia-attacks so bestial, in fact, 
that they warranted at the very 
least some explanation other 
than "No Comment" or "We 
have no information on that". 
Yet this was all disgruntled 
reporters were able to extract 
from the White House and the 
·'Pi,ntagon. 
. · :Althotip ~ ..... t had stated 
~ooe · more se)Sioil··ot".it'etOtiati.o~s 
""lasti~ ho lfflQ~- ~~ t~ -Or 
Jo;Ur days" waa~ p.11 .. that.' was 
Jlecoasar.y, th~-~ f¥,Cin8 
'211. immediate tetfletnent "Soon 
srew proportiooaielf greater. 
~an Thuy, one of Hanoi's chief 
·11e1otiators, described Dr. 
Kiesinger's imase. in and out of 
the neBotiations as somewhat 
two-faced. After the talks were 
broken off for the second time 
(the first was November 25 for 
nine days) on December! 7, Mr. 
Thuy asserted his coupterpart 
had in fact demanded 126 
change~ in the agreement. The 
most significant demands now 
seem to have been: !) the 
question of South Vietnam 
President Thieu's insistence on 
. absolute sovereignty over the 
entire south-in effect negating 
the considerabl'e territory 
presently controlled by the 
National Liberation Front-or at 
least an admittance by Hanoi 
'· 
tb.at. the·· t-enitory taken· bffr 
. '• •· \·-··, . 
IS $,w. · · c;:ontrolled illegailt '-
t>y tn~ -N'Lt'; :l) the withdrawal 
of 1f:U J,flP troops from the 
so _ll' th-·~ n v a Iida ting til-e 
concession the U.S. made and -
Hanoi (and the Provisional 
Revolutionary Govt!rnment in 
the soutb) acceptC<l October .;!6 
allowing according to the 1954 
Geneva Agreement~ was to be 
a p o'.I i t i c a I , b u t · w hi di i n 
Kissinger's mind would ren,.kr 
the "two Victnams" ~eparatc 
political entities. 
Beyond these obstack~ were 
stated a myriad of other 
difficulties plainly obvious to 
Vietnam scholars but noticeably 
difficult f9r laymen to detect. 
For example, the problem of 
international superv1s1on once a 
ceasefire is declared: or how to 
channel supplies (such as food 
and medical equipment) to: the 
frozen zones occupied by the 
NLF or the ARYN (South 
.. HAPPY'S HOUR .. 
Friday and Saturday 3-7 ,p.m. 
Pih·her of Bud- $1.00 
~1ost Mixed Drinks 
Bloody Marys 3 - 7 p.m. Sat. 50c; 
Daily Specials Beer 25c until 7P.M. 
•,·I. 
~) 
:: 
.. ) ;~ ,~ 
· information on ·that" while ·rv, 
news reports showed thcf 
destruction of. Bach Mal, 
Hospital. Beyond these two meri 
there is rarely an utterance as to: 
the actual situation in Southeast 
Asia and as a result the 
journalistic community is up. i~ 
arms. 
.. . .... . ... 
Viet n ant e~e arm y)--a n.D · · se,r.iate 1,ombs-Siom l0.000 
nicknamed ''leopard spots" for ·:feel '.eVerything· in that "box" .is 
t h e i r · " a .n d o in · .deM>yed. People isl tis ~cinity 
patterning-con~r:rent with Ute .'s¥f(~'r concussion;slldck and 
ceasefire. An~·equally important .. -vOllliting. The earth ·can ·t,e fett 
issue has been ihe release of . to· shake.panes of ·glass em break 
prisoners. Hanoi adheres to its 'mile& away." 
claim of Octoher 26 that it .. 
would · hegin · r~iuflling POW's 
upon a ceasefire and U.S. troop 
withdrawal'. while the U.S. 
maintains (along with· Thieu's 
badgering.~) Hanoi must rt!lurn 
these prisoner~ unconditionally. 
There is a definitl! fear among 
pro-· Saigonitl!s that a sizeable 
number· of the more than 
I 00,000 political detainees in 
South Vietna 111--the so called 
"'3rd or neutralist 
forcc··--conslilute a serious 
threat lo Thieu should they be 
released. 
Thu~. 111 declaring the 
negotiations stalemated 
Kissinger returned to 
Washing ton Deccm her 18 · and 
the United States began the 
most massive bombing campaign 
the Vietnam War had ever seen. 
The official statement at that 
time was that there were 
indications that Hanoi was 
preparing for another offensive. 
However, this seemed rather 
s t r a n g e t o m a n y, 
people--including Pentagon 
experts--con~idering the North's 
somewhat weakened. condition 
due to _the _Ae~vy _Q_oslaught Q.f 
bombing during the late 
spring--fall offensive that so 
viciously racked their dike 
Yt'hel\ It -was- reporte4 that 
Hanoi's largest hospital, Bach 
Mai ( 1000 beds and well filled), 
was 'hit several limes it was too 
much for even pro-Nixonites. 
Ohio's GOP senator William 
Sax be declared the President 
"has taken leave of his senses on 
this one". And Roy Jenkins, a 
normally pro-American British 
Labor leader, called the bombing 
"one of the most cold blooded 
acts in recent history." 
Australian and Italian 
dockworkers boycotted 
American goods and nearly all of 
the NA ..... 0 _ n,atisins denounceg 
the attacks. Canada's House of 
Commons unanimously voted to 
condemn the bombing. 
Not suprisingly, the escalation 
was compared more than once 
to Nazi atrocities-,duriitg World 
War II. At the vanguard of this 
sentime'nt was long time war foe 
Olaf Palme, the Swedish 
premier, who added "Hanoi, 
Christman 1972" to a list 
including Guernica, Oradour, 
Lidice, Sharpeville and 
Treblinka. This and other s11ch 
accusations lost Sweden its u:s. 
ambassador. 
system as well as much of their At home co ngressioiial 
.heavy industry. B-52's which Democrats voted to support 
had previously been bombing legislation cutting off funds for 
south of the 20th parallel (so 'it the war, although they liad 
was said) in an "act of goodwill" already appropriated said funds 
while the talks .continued, swept last year. It now appears 
in waves of usually 14 missions questionable whether this 
(42 planes) day in and day out legislation will pass in the House 
until December 30, excluding a although its chances are good in 
Christmas halt. These raids the Senate. When the bombing 
clearle exceeded any definition began, the Congress was in recess 
of "protective reaction" as the and its leaders were never 
horrifying toll began to mount. inf-or med or given any 
Significantly, the civilian explanation. 
damage during thes "carpet · . Perhaps the most critical 
b~mbing" was most appalling, o.u t ,growth o f t lie 
One must also wonder ab~ut· 
the coiik:idental timing .. of' 
Telford Taylor'i trip to Hanoi at' 
the ume time. as the heav'Y:-, 
bombing. Taylor, a Cohiinbiit 
Univ~ity law professor, wu 
also Chlef · Prosecutor at 'thc-
Nuremb\111 War Crimes Tribunal 
after World War II. He witnessed 
the destruction ·of Bach M'ai 
Hospital and the civilian casualty. 
list as it rose. Should another 
tribunal trenspite, his brief 
should be staggering. ,.: ,:. 
Hanoi has claimed over 1300 
civilian casualties attributable to. 
the I 2 d_ay escalation. The 
United States never states 
"enemy" casualties. According 
to the. Vietnam News Age~y', 
8 2 U,.S. planes, -including. J4 
B-5l~s.'1tt!re shot down. The 11!$; 
clai.illl& . . J~ B-52's were ,._ 
dowa. Jft sddition, we have telll 
·97 ffienM:itber killed or .missbll 
ln actio~. One is more than 
enouah- .• · · 
And wiat of the No~ti 
Vietnamese? Has this calc~ 
policy of "terror· bombina" bt 
Fred "BTanflQln's words, b~pt 
them to their knees? Apparently 
not. They have been highly 
successful in moving tanks 
southward despite the bombing 
and have even renewed rocket 
attacks on the fringes of Saigon. 
This is no indication - of ·a 
spiritually reduced peo,Ple.; it 
seems Richard 'Nixpn. is .:Still 
unmindful of the Institute. for 
Defense Analysis Report of 
i 967 stating "the expecfatioji 
that bombing would erode'l:he 
determination of Hanoi' and~ its 
people clearly overestimate(i '·t~e 
persuasiv.e and disruptive effects 
of the bombing.a·n:d 
correspondingly underestinil!.led 
the capacity and recuperative 
capabilities of the N_cirt·h 
Vietnamese." How much longer 
must this insanity continue? i.' i 
( Editor's note: This article 
was written before the late$t 
announcement of the bombirig 
halts. (although the mining~ of 
Haiphong harbor will contin,µ~) 
The basic obstacles t.o, ~ 
settlement discussed above 
remain relatively the saipJ, 
'especially in light of the J?~t 
that the announcement Mondaf 
was unilateral. Word had been 
sent out in .. North VietnhiiJ 
a c_ k n o w l e d g i n g- . t1 h ~ 
announcement but the people 
have been . told to prepareHfcir 
another potential bo'mbi~ 
continuation as the U.S, . .-J;i.~ 
indeed reneged before. ,.;:f}il~ 
same mood of apprehens~9.q1 ~ 
unfortunately felt by the autJicij 
of this article.) · ·, f.' 
•' 
~\ 
R.eports cited t~e bombing of Kissinger-Nixon diplomacy gaine 
the -Cuban; Indian and Egyptian . h~s. been the abso!ute sil~~~e ·~!ld_ Charbtoile:f ~ } 
embassies in Hanoi as well as in some cases out-right lying_ in on a s\<ewe~!.' 1 r\ 
damage done to a Chinese boat front of millions of Americans·at fk 
in' Haiphong harbor. According su~h- a critical point in the· mar· ihiol•' ~~ ~. 
to· :Fred· 'Branfman, Director of Vietnaxrt War. Nixon's last news - 111'1&-'· 
Project Air War · A typical conference was October 5. the · - · .'!'.ff o •' 
mission;¢.' _jllr~~ aircraft is not '.White 'House-Pentagon policy CIIIOIIVIIW..I& :· 
even deicribed as' bombing his 'bee'·n voiced 'by two •,:,···~;:i'j -
selected- targets·, but rather as individual's·-Ron Ziegler, the • - ·,: •1rl! 
saturating a "box" half ir mile ex-Disneyland PR man and Jerry JDCOrporatedt. 
wide by_ on~and-a-half .miles Frie dheim, the Pentagon .. • -~ 
long._ Whe~ the boinb~rs drop spokesman who stated '.'No april 1st l:YI~ 
'------•_ •_ •_•_ •_ -~-•_ •_ •_ •_•_ •_•_•_•_ •_•_ •_ •_ •,.:-_ •_ •_ •_ •_ •_ •_•_ •_ •_ •_ •_•_ •_ ·--~-•_ •_ •_ •_ -~-•_''....c-::.:.·..:t.::h:..::.e:..:1:...:r:_,_,:. t:..:;h::1;::,r.:.:tY~.:_t.--_o..:n:::s:...·=e1~ .. &~~-t~n_ ~_c<>!ll.~epf :_p_r _:'_Vfe . ._. ~~Y__"_lDR __ ·:,;-.,;.;! .. ,.~~--.. : .. , .. :,~,..J,~._;c' .: · 
NY.C 
M4lm4111Y 
---.--------------;_-_-/-::-----~.-.------------------- A.1,1.Y .&1,J.&U'-'U.&1,, o#W,1,&._."-1-.&J ... ...,,, .1,,,, • - • u,t," ·--.... 
cairaidate ~f tbefr 'choic'e. Th;rse:' on these/issues in the next few 
con,tinuedj'rom page 5 
candidates are those who are 
presently Congressmen. The 
pr-esen t fa vority for the 
nomination is Hugh Carey (D-
Brooklyn). It is intimated that 
care·y- has the support o( 
Brooklyn political boss Meade_ 
Esposito, a valuable asset to any 
politician. Carey has the 
personal wealth to run an 
Ottinger type saturation 
(s8Ir1paign ,Jue t(, his holdings in 
the Commonwealth Oil.-
Company. While Carey is fairly 
·wetl-known, he is rarely. seen in 
bis district. Having w~thdrawn 
from the 1969 primary race for 
mayor in favor of Robert 
Wagner, he can expect support 
from this area also. Carey had a of the other candidates. His 
g o o d s h o t a t main fund-raiser and contributor 
comeback-of-the-year honors if is David Margolis, president of 
he doesn't stagnate for the rest Colt Industri"es, a firearms 
of the campaign. manufacturer. More likely than 
Perhaps the candidate with not, Koch will run out of nioney 
the broadest political base is and steam before primary day. 
Congressman Mario Biaggi Another figure in the race for 
( D.,,R,C- Bronx). His tripartite mayor is St~te Assemblyman 
support makes him an attractive Albert Blumenthal. Blumenthal 
coalition candidate. Biaggi has a has been outspoken in years past 
good record as far as catering to · and had a fair amount of media 
the wishes of his constituency, coverage. While he is not 
a t t a i n i n g p u b 1 i c · independently wealthy, he has 
acknowledgement for his the backing of Bright Star 
investigation into the treatment I n d u st r i es, the largest 
of the mentally retarded and manufacturers of industrial 
other areas. Having served as a searchlights. At best, Blumenthal 
lieutenant in the New York City is a long shot. 
Police Department, his record The only woman running_ for 
was clear of corruption and he the Democratic nomination at 
was decorated several times. this point is Bess Myerson, 
Biaggi's main weakness comes in presentlyConsumer Affairs 
the area of his financing. In the Commissioner. The former 
past, his campaign funds have actress and performer has made 
come from the peopl~ in his herself known as a-friend of the 
district. In this mayoral shopper in the past few years. 
campaign,· Biaggi · doi:s not have This will be her main asset in a 
the big financial backing but he time of rising prices. Her 
cari get by. His chances for city financing is marginal, out she 
office look best as a part of a should present a challenge to 
coalition, but his personal other candidates by taking a 
.strength can grow as the moderated Bella Abzug position. 
campaign progresses. 
The youngster of the 
candidates is Environmental 
Protection Administrator 
Jerome Kretchmer. Kretchmer 
has a great deal of media 
exposure due to his radical 
programs to keep the city clean 
(if that's possible). He is solvent 
fincancially in that his family is 
connected with the directorship 
of the Sterling National Bank. 
Kretchmer at best is another 
longshot, whose time could 
come four years from '10W. 
As is traditional in New York 
City mayoral races, there is 
alwijys a candidate who throws 
his hat in the ring as a goof and 
- . 
runs a humorous campaign. 
l 973's contribution to this 
tradition is Jerry Rubenstein of 
JGE Appliances. One may well 
ask, "What's the story Jerry?". 
Using his labor image and 
television commercials, Jerry 
might get a few votes and add a 
little humour to an otherwise 
dour campaign. 
The Republicans at this time 
have only one candidate in the 
running. John Marchi (R- Staten 
Island), has one mayoral 
~ampaign under his belt, having 
lost to Lindsay in 1969. Marchi 
is possibly too intellectual for 
the New York voter and his 
media presence is what hurt him 
the most in 1969. With some 
media coaching, Marchi can 
make a better run at the 
mayorality this year. 
The key men in this race are 
not necessarily the candidates. 
Each borough has its own 
political leader or boss. These 
men do not hold office for the 
most part, but manipulate the 
party machinery in favor of the 
men are: Pat Cunningham, weeks. The cost of the campaign 
Democratic Boss in the Bronx; per candidate will run from 
Matthew Troy, Dems boss in $500,000 to $ I ,500,000. The 
Queens ; Meade Esposito, man who wins will, in all 
Democratic boss of Brooklyn; likelihood, have to cater to the 
Hulan Jack of Manhattan, and vested interests that supported 
Vincent Albano, Republican his or her candidacy. Whether 
chairman. These men hold the the City of New York will be 
precinct machinery in their able to stabilize itself in the next 
hands and could decide who will four years depends not only on 
get the nomination by their the man but the support he gets 
support or .non-support. from the people of New York. It 
The issues, if any, will center is imperative for New Yorkers to 
around the rising crime rate, loss find out what they want and 
of the city tax base, and poli~<' who they want for mayor based 
corruption. Each candidate will on issues, not on the media 
try to consolidate his position presentation of the candidate. 
WORDS 
By Rob Patterson 
Playboy's Bunnies Playboy Press, 144 pp. $1. 7 5 
This book is a change from the usual fare of 
novels reviewed here. I felt the need of more 
variety in the form of the most radically different 
book I could find·.-rru~ book would have to be I) 
short as time was short also, 2) interesting even if 
only by perversity, 3) and it would have to have an 
angle. 
I saw a few acceptable books without the angle 
until I came to the section with the Playboy 
Books, then I had found the critical angle. 
"Playboy's Bunnies" is divided into five 
categories such &.:; "The Playmate-Bunnies" and 
"The Pla_y!Joy JeJ; Bunnies". Within each of these 
categories are one or cwo photographs of each 
Bunny with one sentence of biography. That is 
certainly a fair proportion. There are one hundred 
sixty one photographs, nineteen of which are 
color, collected from issues of the Playboy 
Magazine. T_here is also a half-page of history on 
the Bunny as an institution. This is the usual 
success story of humble beginnings (30 Bunnies in 
the Chicago Club) to the giant corporation of 
today (900 Bunnies in a score of clubs) that is so 
much a part of America and The Dream. 
This is a very well packaged book, on two levels. 
The first is the compilation and arrangement of 
the stills. This wa~ accomplished with efficiency 
and effectiveness as corner stones. Second is the 
packaging of the subjects of these pictures (I can't 
think of them as real people). This was 
accomplished so as to present the reader (viewer 
would be more accurate) with a parade of the 
epitome of two hundred collective years of 
American womanhood, titsanass. 
In summary, let me say that I won't tell you 
this is a good book or a bad book. It is well 
constructed, given the premise that it should have 
been constructed at all, which is a more important 
question. This is where fhe obvious and extensive 
argument for and against women ·s lib should 
come in. Lastly, let me ask why a book with so 
many smiling people in it should be so depressing. 
Seasonable Greetings. 
Another coalition-type 
candidate is Congressman 
Herman Badillo (D- Bronx, 
Queens, Manhattan). He was 
supported by the New 
Democratic Coalition in 1969 
and ui likely to have thier 
support in this race. In that his 
district encompasses parts of 
three boroughs, he seems to have 
a broad base from which to 
develop his support. At present, 
he· is the only minority 
candidate in the running. A 
native born Puerto Rican, he was 
the first of this background to 
be elected· to congress. Badillo 
lacks a rapport with bis 
constituents, in that he has 
catered to the powers that be in 
order to get their support in his - -
congressional campai8J)S. One 
cannot cede the minority vote to 
him at present in that h~ has not 
been back to the community 
except to run his congressional 
campaigns. His financial backing 
will come primarily from the 
·New Democratic Coalition with 
some help from vested interests. 
H~ ran second in the 1969 
prim~ and should have a good 
shot at the nomination as long as 
the number. of candidates' does 
not diminish: 
'/NI-DELI 
C/J(lr8roiled Burgers 
The. last congressman aspiring 
to the_ mayorality is Edward 
K~h (D· M"anbattan). Koch 
c o ,m e s fr o m t he same 
:Congrejsi<>nal district that 
Lindsay ran from, best known as 
t!te Silk Stocking District. A 
!~lY.· liberal congressman, Koch 
~ _;\i~tle regular party support 
!9\fs:n~t as.well kn.own.as some· 
Full Sub Menu 
House Special 
Cheese Steak Sub 
Try it with mushrooms! 
' ' 
Next to lomep/t1ce Else Tavern 
P.$. WIJt1t's ti Haje Her1rJt111 
or ti Ht1m/Jarg Hot1gie1 
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HOW MANY DAYS ·TILL SPRING VACATION? 
"PETE 'N TILLIE" 
CFUES I 
v- ,- • JIIBel Council Meeting Student Congress 
Chaplain's Office,Rowland Hall, Union D.H., 7 p.m. By Stephen H. 
("It's not the man in the fight, 
characters. Matthau as Pete is the purveyor of.fine 
wit and the ultimate in chauvinism. He meets aq!} 
eventually marries Burnett, a semi-old. maid who 
thinks too much about life, love, and how to cross 
her legs at parties. Their pre-marital, parital, and, 
for a while at least, post-marital relationships· are 
handled with style by director Ritt and with class 
and affection by the actors themselves. 
SAB Billiards Tourney 7 p.m. U G R Karate Club nion ames oom it's the fight in the man.'.') 
Swartz Wrestling Rciom Hill Cent~r, SAB Chess Tourney Union Job Room 
•
~7~:3'!"0..;.p_.m_. ----------, Oracle Society Induction Pete 'n Tillie is a suprisingly good movie. 
P RI E.Terrace Dining Room, 8 p.m. d Suprising because featuring Carol Burnett an Politics Organizational Meeting Walter Matthau the way it does, I expected a 
.,_S~-ha~--b-b_a_t"'o""mn""'· _e_r ________ Friends IOI, ?:JO p.m. frivolous mindless romp; but my expectations 
Union DeMotte Room, 5 -p.m. ...,.------D ________ J.,. proved t~ be unfounded. Although the movie is 
When it is being a comedy Pete 'n Tillie 
functions in the mode of the old schooliof 
sophisticat~d comedy: the wit is razor sharp. 't~e 
situations middle-class, and the banter, much like 
. that of an urbane play, too precise. There is little 
Greaser's Dance ~- ~\ liiil often frivolous it is hardly mindless; it is instead, 
Terrace Dining Hall, 9 p.m.-1 i_:;~;:...::;.;;;;.;,;;.;;;;.._ ______ __. witty, perceptive, sometimes melodramatic, but 
a.m.,Admission 50 cents,if J. V. Basketball--Oswego vs mQStly entertaining .. Ithaca Pete •n Tillie, adapted for the screen by writer 
dressed as a greaser,free. H c 15 M · R' f ill enter,6: p.m. Julius Epstein and Director artm 1tt rom an 
... ,·-----'!!!!·!!!!!!!'·--------1 SAB Film-"The Mikado" autobiographical novella by Peter DeVries"suffers 
if any time between come-backs in the di:llogue; 
everyone is too ready with the right 
response-things don't run that smoothly in real life 
. . Tower's Multi-room, 7 and 9:30 somewhat from a case of cinematic scdhizophr~niaA. 
.. _;;.. __________ ....,. .... p.m. Is it a comedy or a melo rama. 
What saves the fim from becoming too slick are 
so!Ile marvellous slapstick scenes that are as good 
as any I've ever enjoyed. One scene where Tillie 
has it out with a friend (played with appropriate· 
stuffiness by Geraldine Page )is wor h the price of 
two popcorns and a box of raisi ts. The film as a 
whole, even with its slush und of tears.and• 
Graduate Record Exams 
Textor l O I and 103, 8:30 
a.m.-5: 15 p.m. 
Fellowship of Athletes 
Hill Swimming Pool,! I :4S a.m. 
J.V. Basketball-Alfred vs Ithaca 
Hill Center, 6: IS p.m. 
Hillel Movie-" Airport" 
Main Theatre, P.A. Building, 7 
and 9:30 p.m. 
Varsity Basketball-Alfred vs 
Ithaca 
SAD Billiards Tourney dramatic-cometly? It can not succedd at either of 
Union Games Room the two former clas:ifications because the comedy, 
SAD Chess Tourney even· during the film's darkest moments, is a 
Union Job Room pervasive element-it seeps through as an agent of 
SAD Film-"Guns of Darkness " Walter Matthau, the original blithe spirit, in his 
7 and 9 p.m.,admission 7S cents best role since Oscar Madison in The Odd Couple. 
ff- ~: l' So Pete 'n Tillie is a dramatic comedy-a film H U Rs · l whose principal elements almost seem ~o be at war ~-.,;;;;...a _____ ...;;;..;;;;...,.__, __ .. ____ with themselves; but the battle doesn t drag the 
Play- American College Theatre 
Festival-" La Turista" 
Main Theatre, 8: 15 p.m. 
SAD Bridge Tourney 
film down and that is because it serves as a 
backdrop to the conflict between the principal 
occasional magazine slickne of dialogue, lS a 
winner. The acting is univ rsally good," there are 
enough laughs to cover he refreshments, and a 
happy ending thrown · for those of you that like 
to come out of a ater smiling every now and 
then. It might be smile tinged with sadness-but 
· a smile all the same. 
Hill Center, 8:15 p.m. Union DeMotte Room 
•--------------. SAD Billiards Finals :•u',N Union Games Room AMERICAN COLLEGE THEA TRI FESTIVAL 
_______________ _.
1 
SAD Chess Finals 
Union Job Room Catholic Mass 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 11 
a.m .. Union Lounge, 5 p.m. 
Protestant Worship 
Choral Room,Ford Hall, 11 a.m. 
el Movie-" Airport" 
P.A. Building,Main Theatre, 7 
and 9:30 ·p.m. 
•oN 
'Lecture-"~ tore and Art in 
Ghana" '· 
Textor 102,8 p.m. 
Gamma Delta Pi Rush Party 
Terraces 9B, 8 p.m., All I C 
women invited 
''The Amazing Kreskin" 
Ford Hall, 8 p.m. 
Valentines .for all 
your Valentines 
Remember all of your 
friends and relatives this 
year with Hallmark Val-
entines. Designs range 
from the old-fashioned 
.Charmers wlttJ the look of 
antique._ shaqow boxes 
to SIihouettes, thatoutline 
~ges of love In the 
language of today. 
CROWN CARDS 
413 Co0eae Ave. 
-I 
SAVE 
UP TO 30% 
ON NAME BRAND 
~USICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
CONTACT: 
Triangle Associates 
P.O. Box 3 • 
Aurora. N.V. 13026 
1-315-3&4.aS27 
Ithaca College will play host 
to semi-finalists competing in 
the American College Theatre 
Festival Jan. 25-28. Participants 
in the Region 2 program are 
Hunter College, Fordham 
University, Moravian College of 
Bethlehem, Pa., and Point Park 
College, Pittsburgh. 
The four-day festival opens at 
8: 15 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 25, 
with the Hunter College 
production of "La Turista," a 
modern play by Sam Shepard. 
"La Turista" and the rest of the 
presentations will take place in 
the Main Theatre, Performing 
Arts Building. On Friday 
evening, also at 8:15 p.m., 
Moravian College players will 
pre sent "The Mandrake", 
Machiavelli's ribald comedy 
about an aging man who seeks to 
cure his wife's sterility and is 
cuckolded by a fake doctor. 
Curtain time Saturday evening 
is 7:30 p.m. for Eugene O'Neill's 
"Lon·g Day's Journey Into 
Night,"· a presentation of 
Fordham University. At his best 
in Journey, th,e playwright 
dramatizes the story of his own 
family lif~ within a single day'~ 
setting. ""It restores the drama to 
literature and the theatre to 
art," commented Brooks 
unusual gifts_ 
the irol) shop 
' 1.08 E .. State St. 272-5101 
.......... 
Atkinson in the New Yorlq ---:"'held at Ithaca College last year 
Times. went to Joyce Hanley orHofstra 
College for her portrayal of Gin 
"Salvation" by Peter Link anfl Mill Jenny in Threepenny Opera. 
C.C. Courtney is the final National-winners were flown to 
production of the festival. Poland to exchange ideas with 
Scheduled for a matinee at-·2 their counterparts at the Warsaw 
p.m. Sunday, Jan. 28 , TheatreAcademy. 
"SalvatiQn" will be performed In addition to· the four 
by the actors from Pomt Park dramas, the members of the 
College. ATA's University and College 
The northeast regional festival Theatre Association will hold 
is one of 13 supported by grants meetings and offer public 
from American Airlines and the workshops in various areas of 
American Oil Company. The theatre work. On Saturday from 
9: 30 ·to 11 :00 a.m. a job 
national event is produced by placement workshop will be 
t h e A m e r i can The a tr e directed by Barbara Ridout of 
Association in cooperation with the ATA placement Bureau in 
the John F. Kennedy Center for Washington D.C. From 11 :30 to 
the Performing Arts and the 12:30 three directors will stage 
Smithsonian Institution. A. th'e same scene in different 
_ national committee composed of 
members of the ATA will invite manner in a directing clinic. An 
improvisation workshop on 
the ten top regional productions pacing and rhythms will be-given 
to take part in a two-week 
festival at the Eisenhower between 2 and 4 p.m. The New 
York State Theatre Festival 
Theatre of the Kennedy Center Association will meet in 
April 23-May 4 . executive session Sunday. 
The purpose of the program is 
to focus attention on our college 
and university theatres and to 
encourage students to develop 
high artistic standards. 
Last year, actress Irene Ryan 
established a foundatiO?- t~ 
award $500 scholarships to the 
-most promising student pla~ers 
at the regional festivals ~d 
$2,000 scholarships to the best 
of the finalists. The scholarship 
award in the regional festival 
l'HE CO 
All of the festival workshops 
are open to the public without 
charge. Tickets for the various 
plays may be obtained ,,aj:;,the 
Ithaca College Theat.J;e q,ox 
office in the Performing _.Arts 
Building. . : . · ·1; 
Ithaca College students, 
faculty and staff may purchase 
tickets at the special rate of' $1 
for each show upon presentation 
of 1.D. cards. General admission 
is $2.50. 
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NOTES 
GREEN ROOM 
Green Room productions will resume Tuesday afternoon, Jan. :!3. 
the Arena Theatre. The College community is invited to attend. 
Featured in the 4 o'clock performance are "The Cat's Whiskers" 
Wliot Novak and Bill Errigo and "Happy Ending" by Douglas 
rner Ward. . 
"The Cat's Whiskers" is an original review along the lines of a 
io show of the l 930's. Nqvak and Errigo, junior fine arts majors 
11 perform in' the program of live music, lip sync and famou~ 
medy sketches, which include nostalgic recreations of Al Jolson 
rns and Allen, Marlene Dietrich, and Abbot and Costello, among 
her .. 
"Happy_ Ending" is the first production by the Ithaca College 
ack Artists, newly formed student dramatic group. Directed by 
ssell Basnight, a junior in the fine arts program the cast includes 
is Smith, Carol Pounder, Shirley Hairston and Odis Spencer. The 
ay displays a skillful blending of farce and painful social 
mmentary. 
CONCERT BAND 
Musi~ for concert band will be played at Walter Ford Hall at 8: 15 
m. Fnday, J~n. _26. Edward Gobrecht will direct the Ithaca College 
_nc~rt Band m its first appearance of the new semester. The public 
mv1ted to attend free of charge. 
Featured, as soloist will be Timothy Timmons, who will perform 
golf Dahl s C_oncerto for Alto Saxophone and Wind Orchestra. 
The b~nd will play a varied program, including the Overture to"II 
arany _, an opera by the 19th century Brazilian composer Carlos 
mez, Theme and Variations by Arnold Schoenberg, Inca~tation 
d Dance by the John Barnes Chance, and an Irish reel, Molly on 
Shore, by Percy Grainger. 
WASHINGTON INTERN PROGRAM 
or~anizational meeting for the 1973 Washinston Intern Program 
·11 be held in F-101 on Tuesday, January 23, at 7:30 p.m. Politics 
ofessor Marty Bro'!Vnstein director of the program, will speak to all 
terested students concerning the program. All students, both 
ajors and non-majors, are cordially invited to attend. 
e Amazing Kreskin" the popular mentalist will be appearing 
day at 8 p.m. in Walter Ford Hall. The program is being 
nsored by the Student Activities Board and is free to the IC 
munity. Kreskin has performed across the country in night clubs 
leges,and special concerts ,in addition to presenting business 
inars and once- practicing as aprofessional hypnotist in the 
cology community. Today he is booked six to eight months in 
ance. Tickets will be available until 5 p.m. on Monday and at 7 
· at the door. Tickets for the public are on sale at $2.00. 
REGAL NOTES 
UNDERSTAND PLAYS, NOVELS AND POEMS 
FASTER WITH OUR NOTES 
We're new and we're the bigest! Thou,onds of 
topics rev,ewed for quicker understanding. Our 
subjects include not only English, but Anthro• 
pology, Art, Black Studiew, Ecology, Eco• 
nomic1, Education, History, Law, Music, 
Philosophy, Political Science, Psychology, 
Rel,gion, Science, Sociology and Urbon Prob· 
lams. Send $2 for your cotalog of topics avail• 
able. 
REGAL NOTES 
3160 "0" Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20007 
Telephone: 202-333-0201 
ere? TAKE 1 
"Love Means Never Having .to Ad the Story " 
By Stephen H. Swartz 
No one should he ad111itted to 'The Getaway. 
Sam Pechkinpah's n~·w film. after the first fifteen 
minutes; for that m;itter. no ()ne should he 
admitted hdore the first fifteen minutes. 
Peckinpah. a noted fancier of blood- letting in 
films (his previous Wild Bunch and Straw Dogs an: 
appropriate examples) allows the catsup to run 
free in The Getaway as some of the slowest, tritest 
dialogue in the west is poured forth around it. 
Steve McQueen and Ali MacGraw ha;e the 
leads; but for them The Getaway is no star vehide. 
The only star vehicle in this film is a I ')60 Ford 
that is driven over a porch, through a gasoline 
explosion, and into a garage door. with no 
apparent harm. It only the actors could be so 
lucky. 
The comparisons to Bonnie and Clyde arc 
inevitable: though set in the '?O's, The Getaway 
shares the same geographic setting (the sultry 
Southwest). But what was photographically· 
displayed in Bonnie and Clyde as an area of 
desolation and shattered dreams is by-passed in 
this film-Peckinpah, in his unflagging desire for 
excitement, doesn't bother to spend the time in 
exploring the film's physical or emotional 
environment McQueen and MacGraw invite 
comparison to Warren Beatty and Faye Dunaway 
only in that they are, like the latter couple, 
depicted as brash, beautiful gangsters. But Beatty 
and Dunaway were able to act their way through 
their glamorous facade and present us with at least 
a degree of credibility; McQueen's method 
mumbling and MacGraw's Radcliffe girl gone bad 
are sorry excuses for characterization. 
One scene, in the beginning of the film, after 
McQueen has just been released from prison, .he 
and Ali are about to make love "You don't' know 
what that place does to you," says he. 
··("111011 doctor (McQueen's nickname in the 
film is "Doc") I'll make you feel good," says she. 
At this point l expected an older C.W. Moss to 
peek out of the closet and giggle, "Here we go 
again. Yuk, yuk." Don't cry Preppie-although 
you wouldn't know it by her acting in this 
film---Jenny Cavilleri lives on! 
In another episode reminiscent of Bonnie and 
Clyde . a gunman forces a young couple to drive 
him a ways down the road. The wife is played by 
Sally Struthers (of All in the Family) with all the 
sensuality of a erotic cupie doll. The husband 
features the fellow who had the "Howard" role on 
·the old Andy Griffith Show. Sound ridiculous? 
Absolutely nothing compared to the way it looks. 
The Getaway is a film for people who like a lot of 
blood, the simplest of plots, melodramatic 
dialogue, and Ali MacGraw in a non-terminal role 
(not necessarily in that order.). Sound o.k.? Then 
get away and sec it; but I suggest you keep your· 
car running outside the theater, just in case. 
Ithaca College---Believe It Or Not 
By Ms. Ambrosia Potts 
.... Believe It Or Not ... 
.. : .Ev_ery effort was made to speed up 
-re gistrabon on Monday and Tuesday .. The 
initials C.M.I. stand for "Constant Malnutrition 
and Indigestion." 
. . .Ithaca College has an outstanding reputation 
outside of Tompkins County-most people mistake 
it for Cornell. 
. . .A male instructor of personal defense on 
campus is preparing for a course to be offered to 
women only. The first session is entitled: Stop Me 
If You Can." 
... The last radio dedication to Dave Lord was by 
"The Animals". 
. . . Faculty members were students at one time. 
.. Thenew ski lift should be operational by this 
summer(!). · 
... The custodians in the Union were elated over 
the prospect of new carpeting until they 
discovered they couldn't lift the edges. 
... Rum and Koch don't mix. (Especially at the 
bowling alley prior to New Years!) 
. . . However, Vodka and grape soda seem to do 
well during the Tuesday night league. 
. . . Thanks to Dave Knowlton the possibility of a 
darkroom in the Union is a reality. Now if we can 
only find the Camera Club ... 
... The Campus has always had numerous offices 
for student relief. They are more commonly called 
rest rooms . 
. . . During the holidays some employees have tried 
to have coffee at Mister Donut during their l 0 
minute coffee breaks. 
... Tfie majority of groundsmen who operate snow 
plows really have valid drivers' licenses. 
... Since the departure of Dr. Dillingham, the 
College snowmobile has had little use. 
... The entire Community will be asked to attend 
an informational seminar next month entitled: 
"Pass the Buck and Praise the Administration." 
... One interpretation of the Alumni News' "Class 
Notes" is that, for our alumni, getting married and 
having children is more prevalent then finding 
work. 
... The standard job dcscriptio,1 for all staff 
memhers is "cheap lahor" . 
. . . Clarence Knapp took one . 
... Council and Congress members arc showing 
worried faces since they discovered J.C. has a 
contract with the Acme Pest Control Company. 
(So why is C.M.I. still smiling'?) 
... The local newshoy is now coming on campus 2 
days a month due to the abundance of faculty and 
staff checks that he can now cash. Rumor has it 
that next July he may have to increase his time 
here to 4 days a month. 
. .. "Ithaca College Staff" is not a form of bacteria . 
, .. During a recent party held for members of the 
Physical Plant, a couple was seen dancing with 
only two feet on the ground. · 
... If tuition continues to increase, the 
student-faculty ratio could become one-to-one. 
: .. There wasn't a hidden reason for placing 
Physical Plant Offices next to the Chaplains' 
·office. It's obvious . 
... A telephone may have to be placed in the 
women's rest room in Dorm 3 . 
... The Ewing Clinic is not a hospital for wayward 
sheep. 
. .. When Physical Plant receives complaints from 
offices with drafts, the service personnel are 
Johnny-on-the-spot- with their beer mugs . 
. . During the holidays one observer saw more 
people .being carried out of Job Hall than he ever 
saw walking in. 
. .. The students are welcome back. 
The writers of this column deem it necessarary to 
include weekly recognition of various aleas on 
campus. Our first award goes to the custodial 
division of Physical Plant for their application of 
modern techniques. An example of this is the 
ultra-violet light they use to confirm the amdunt of 
dirt, grease, etc. left in rest rooms after cleariing. 
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MUSIC 
J. GEILS· 
The Whammer Jammer 
If one were to ask what city · 
has gathered R1ore successful 
rock groups than any other, the 
answer would be simple-San 
Francisco. In I 966, early. 1967. 
Country Joe and the Fish, the 
Jefferson Airplane, Grateful 
Dead, Quicksilver Messenger 
Service, Steve Miller Band, 
C reedence Clearwater Revival, 
Moby Grape, and Janis Joplin 
with Big Brother and the 
Holding Company all emerged 
from the bars and clubs of San 
Francisco and started the climb 
to success. So successful were 
these originators of the San 
Francisco sound that other cities 
and promoters began to throw 
their own groups into the ring. 
In the summer of 1967 
producers, record companies, 
and others looking for a quick 
buck were hoping for the same 
thing to happen on the opposite 
coast in Boston, Promoters 
called it the "Boston Sound". 
Some of those groups 
incorporated into the "Boston 
Sound" included Ultimate 
Spinach, the Beacon Street 
Union, Country Funk, Ill Wind, 
Fort Mudge Memorial Dump, 
Earth Opera and Orpheus. 
Orpheus found a small amout of 
success with the single "I Can't 
Find the Time" but otherwise · 
gained little recognition or 
financial stabilization in their 
time together. Until recently 
Peter Rowan, the leader, singer, 
guitarist and main songwriter of 
Earth Opera could be found 
occuppying a similar post just 
down the pike with 
Marblehead's Seatrain. For those 
interested in looking or hearing, 
the original version of "Home 
To You" can be found on Earth 
0 p era's second al bum, "The 
Great American Eagle Tragedy". 
1t" is in m·y opinion an even 
better version than the one done 
on Seatrain's first Capitol Ip. 
Rowan has since departed the 
near defunct Seatrain (Peter 
Greene, the violinist, has also 
left the group) and formed his 
own band. 
Despite the debut of all these 
groups onto the rock scene in 
1967 and their subsequent lps 
(the first flock: of which were 
released in March of 1968), 
Boston still did not have a truly 
fine successful band that it could 
call its own-until I 970. 
In the latter half of 1970 an 
album appeared in record stores 
and radio stations around the 
country. On first examination 1t 
appeared to be just another of 
the ten to twenty new lps that 
arnve each day. The fron i and 
back covers were adorned with 
simple black and white pictures 
of the group's members. The 
group looked a bit rowdy but 
that wasn't really extraordinary. 
The simple black and white 
cover made one wonder if 
Atlantic felt that the group just 
wasn't worth the extra money. 
Even the littlest shit bands of 
today are worth color at the 
very least. But in Boston and 
surrounding areas people knew 
different. The J. Geils Band had 
paid its dues by playing in 
assorted Boston clubs and bars 
since sometime in I 966. During 
that period of four years they 
had developed into one of the 
finest and tightest blues-rock 
bands in the country. 
Born in 1965 when J. Geils 
(lead guitar) met Danny Klein 
(bass) and Magic Jlick Salwitz 
(harp) at Worster Tech in 
Worster Mass., the three left 
school after their first semester 
to make music their profession. 
The band grew in Boston as 
Peter Wolf (vocals) and Stephen 
Bladd (drums) were added. Of 
the many rock groups formed in 
Beantown they alone survived 
th rough the growth years of 
rock and roll in Boston to 
emerge as one of the most 
promising new bands in 1970. 
While others had been 
excitedly signing all those fat 
record contracts in tl-!at summer 
of 1967, the J. Geils Band were 
deciding to wait:They knew they 
weren't quite ready. They made 
themselves known to the large 
ro·ck audience in and around 
Boston by playing at various 
clubs and bars in the area. Peter 
Wolf took on a side job as a disk 
jockey at the just changed and 
newly progressive WBCN-FM in 
Boston. BCN initiated its 
broadcasts from the back room 
of the Boston Tea Party at 171 
Newbury St. on March 15, 1968, 
with Peter Wolf as the all-night 
man growling his rythmic poetic 
sputterings through the night, 
making it all right and outasite. 
Although he left shortly 
thereafter to concentrate 
full-time on the band, his -
association with BCN was to 
prove important in the group's 
future. For when the group 
realized it needed a wider known 
reputation and recorded a tape 
in the basement of J. Geils 
Boston flat, they knew just 
where they could take it. And 
sure enough, listeners located 
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within a l 00 mile radius of BCN 
were soon treated to the as yet 
unreleased blues-rock sound of 
"Homework" and assorted 
others that were to become a 
part of the first J. Geils album. 
When you've got a band as 
incredibly talented throughout 
as the J. Geils Band is, you'just 
had to know that it wouldn't be 
long before the right cont,·act 
offer would come along. And it 
wasn't long before Atlantic 
decided they should make room 
In their rostrum for this talented 
but nationally unknown entity. 
Seth Justman was added on 
organ and an album was finally 
finished in August of 1970. And 
soon tha.t plain-looking lp began 
to appear in radio stations and 
record stores across the 
country. 
Masterful versions of several 
obscure gems such as "Serves 
You Right To Suffer", 
"Homework", "Pack Fair and 
Squar" and .. Sno-Cone" 
combined with originals such as 
"Hard Drivin' Man", ·"On 
Borrowed Time" and others 
highlighted this Ip; one of the 
finest blues-rock lps of 1970. 
Lots of local fans, a critically 
excellent lp, but still little of the 
country had ever heard of them. 
Bill Graham had heard of 
them however, and they along 
with the Allman Brothers Band 
were to become one of Graham's 
favorite visitors to the Fillmore 
East in ·its last months of 
existence. They and the Allmans 
were featured the· final nights 
(June 25,26,27, 1971) of rock 
and. roll at the Fillmore East. 
Many people either there or 
listening will say that the J. Geils 
Band put on the finest set of the 
nigltt. Few will ever forget Magic 
Dick's harp, J. Geils guitar, or 
wolf's vocal performance 
broadcast that night throughout 
N.Y. City and surrounding areas. 
Their second album, "The 
Morning After", proved to be 
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just as fine as their first. Agai_l'fj 
you're treated to some of tha( 
great rock and r(?ll with jusr 
enough rythmn and blue~. 
influence to make it really cooicJ: 
"Looking For A Love" is the-
real killer while "I Don't N~~ 
You No More", "Gonna Find', 
Me A New Love", "Cry ME One: 
More Time", and "The Usuat 
Place" also highlight the Ip._' 
"Wham mer Jam mer" is a fine~ 
show-piece for the skills of 
Magic Dik. Just as the·ir first Ip 
was one of the finest to come, 
out of the year 1970, this on ~ 
was in the upper echelon of the· 
1971 reieases. · · ':1 ~ 
The group soon hit the roac( 
once again to see whether they. 
could impress a person or two:· 
with their knockout stage act .. 
Word was passed quickly by:. 
those who had seen and knew to 
those that had not and did not. 
For in concert, J. Geils is. 
capable of a stage show the 
match of which has not often 
been seen. Peter Wolf, one of the· 
finest showmen in the business;, 
today, leads the groups' on stage: 
performance. During the course . 
of a concert he covers every inch 
of that stage, propelling the. 
mike stands around the ring,. 
jumping up ,and down and 
landing with cheerleader-like 
splits, and generating enough· 
enthusiasm to enthrall and· 
capture even the most quiet· 
audience. 
-His favorite participation· 
screech is his inimitable: 
''Woo o o o o o o o o o o o o o ooi 
Yeaaaaaahhhhhh ! " that be:; 
generally uses to keep thingsi 
moving between songs. He's aJsc:i.:. 
prone to letting loose with short:: 
bursts of poetry which he is~: 
capable of reciting incredibly:" 
fast and improvising on the spot· 
with those seemingly tireless', 
vocal chords. .: 
A short scan to the left of the'. 
stage will bring J. Geils into full: 
view, working his magic handst 
over that just as magic Les Paul-
guitar and putting on quite ,t 
-:--.. .. ,. '. 
. .... · 
... _,. 
sbow himself. He's quite 
posmbly the finest white blues 
guitarist of our time. And, 
surprise of ·suprises, old J. 
himself has just recently taken 
to the dry look. 
Still moving a bit further to 
our left, we feast our eyes on 
Magic Dick, the finest full-time . 
white harp man going, With 
harmonica and micropho~ in 
0Allfld. He looks passive enough at 
't°irltt just St!inding there, . but" 
Nbe~ · he gets g<?ing you'd Just 
better watch out. -I'll.at 
harmonica goes flying -back ·and 
forth across its incredibly short 
·width. And ,he can get more 
dif~erent, varied sounds ou't of 
that little piece of tin than you 
.would have ever thouaht 
iJOssible. 
Now panning your field of 
~o~ back to the right, 'first 
stopping to look directly behind 
Peter Wolf, and then contb;ltting 
to· scan right, you feast _your 
eyes on three more of the b.est. 
A8 ~ea(iy and solid a ~ii · 
~~on as you're Ubly t~)ind 
-,.bere. Tlaey're Mt •IMWY 
ifi:·6e other Olree, . .-. .~~re· 
iUll as good musi(:l)Jy. 1'11itre's 
S1.,Jaen Bladd sitti!!I ap dlere 
lriad of surveying the sains.ftom 
~d that clear drQni llM_ of 
his, · Danny Klein pta}'iti;> the 
bass and kinda bopping· .to the 
IOIJllic and to the extreme~si,IJ.t, 
· fiml Seth f ustman · giving. those 
organ keys a workout. Nothing 
but the best Seemingly a band 
of total and eternal energy end 
,t .... '",\··· ·f·"~,. .. .· . - ~ 
,, . 
. . . ~... ·•.· . 
1 . • • ~,,.- • 
1 
constant enthusiasm, the J. Geils 
Band h.as yet to put on a bad 
show. -~ecause of the type of 
show 'they do put on, the 
energy, enthusiasm, and 
excitement is virtually 
impo~sible' to recapture on an 
album.: "Full House" comes 
RBCORD 
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Doug Sahadi 
close to· capturing a part of the IMPORT LP's- Why are import 
excitement. Wolf lets go with a albums in such demand? Many 
good 'tWoooooooooooooooo audiophiles are in search of 
Yeaaaaha1lbhhhh" here and precious import albums for 
there iind a couple of good many different ~asons. In the 
sample Wolf poetic recitations -eotl, they 81: getting milch more 
ls. ~n 1 d d Th' . value for their mopey. are a o ,Ir u e . e ssreammg . 
audiencd is also there. ·. First, the stereo quality of a 
' · · British import album is far 
While· the group has added superior to most American 
several new songs to their recent versions. The precision of record 
sets, none of them are to be ' cutters and all that's involved in 
found on "Full House". The the production of British 
majority, of material is from the imports is much more quality 
first aJbum·,· with only 'orientated rather than quanity 
"Wham.mer Jammer" and orientate as in the U.S. Thus.a 
better groove is .cut in the 
"Looking For A Love" coming 
master disk which in tum passes 
from "The ~oming After", The this higher quality ~o all the 
album• *t:orded the 21st and disks that are pressed from the 
22nd of• April in the Cinderella master; whereas in the U.S., the 
Ballroom 4,n Detroit. The sound most possible copieg are made. 
seems lif;:e }t. could have been a The final product is a finer· disc 
little l>lt."lletter, but the"'· ovetthestandardA.aericandisk:. 
enth~ .ii.defiaitely there. 
· If yofl'vt·:.-Irtady seen the J. 
Geils B4nd_,Jive I know you'll 
want th.j; alN&m. If you haven't .. 
yet seeq _. -bud, make BUR 
you bllf 11m album, and then , 
get your w, in sear anJl go see 
one of the best bands that 
America has to offer. All right 
and oubislte, make you groove 
and put rou right. 
· ·wooooooooooooooooo 
YEAAAAAAHHHHHH". 
Another Nla80II fo~ ;tbe ~ 
4emand of import LP'$. stems 
from the fact tllal dlere are 
aaywhere from two. to four 
more songs as conapare,i t~ the 
American version. In some cases, 
· the album may b' totally 
different. Examples of this can 
.be seen in some of tbe early 
Rollin& Stones· and Beatles 
import albums. Also, many 
superior collection albums are 
available on import LP's that are 
not available on any American 
facsimile.An example of this cat 
be seen by looking at th 
BACKTRACK series on th. 
IIIECORD REVl•W Track Label (English Polyd r) . 
where four or five excell nt 
artists can be heard on one d sk. 
by Barry King 
If you've been cruising around 
the jazz section of your local 
record store lately, you've 
probably noticed that there is 
quite a bit of new music 
available. Besides new lps by 
well-known artists, there are 
some enticing material by new 
artists on the scene. One of the 
finest has to be Prelude, by 
Eumir Deodato on CTI 
Records. 
Deodato is featured on 
of credit should be given to John 
Tropea, for his excellent rythym 
and solos on guitar. He has a 
style all his own, and no doubt a 
lot more will be heard from him 
in the future. The composition 
ends with a climactic build up 
from the horn section, followed 
by a swirling effect provided by 
the other instruments. It leaves 
you casually drifting into the 
void. I don't think it could be 
done better. · 
The last reason Why imp rts 
are in such demand is bee use 
tne English version may be 
realeased up to six months a\i.ead 
of the American version. iThc 
early Rolling Stones LP's · and 
the live Emerson, Lake, & 
Palmer album are fine examples 
of this point. 
At any rate, imports are 
usually $1.00 more than the 
American version and a 
worthwhile investment for any 
stereo fan looking for a pleasant 
alternative. 
!, . 
NEW RELEASES--BILL HENK 
Soon 
Judy Collins-Elektra 
Traffio-Shoot Out of the Fantasy Factory-Island 
Free-Island 
Jethro Tull-Passion Play-Chrysalis . 
Allman Brothers-Lightnin' Rod-Capo.corn 
Alice Cooper-Warner Brothers 
George Hamson-The Magic Is Here A.gain-Appl~ 
Wilson Pickett's Greatest Hits-Atlantic ·. · 
Hush "N' Thunder-Yusef Lateef-Atlantic 
King Curtis and Jack Dupree-Blues at Montreux-Atlantic : 
Derek and the Dominoes in Concc1t-RSO . . 
Tl_ie Byrds-Clar~, _Hillma~!. Crosby, McGuin_n!. Oarke-~luni 
FREE CLASSIFIEDS 
. . 
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Leam about advertising and aillkll 
money wlllle •01n1 It; mon~ lllat 
co!IMI "' llandy on a Fridal/' 111141 
sa~rdav ol~llt. C'Ontact Ooug at 
the Ithacan 
><For Sale:4·Channel Stereo-Includes 
Garrard turntable and 
4-track•reel-to-reel stereo tape 
recorder with double Inputs and two 
speeds-will add two tapes and 
auxiliary cords. Asking $1 oo. 
call Tom at X564 
or 273·9533 
More advertising salesman are 
needed. MAKE MONEY. Come to 
the Ithacan office In the basement of 
the West Tower or call Doug at 
centrex 3207. 
"And Happy New Vear to You! 
(From a Klerkegaardlan Pig). 
For Sale:Portable Channel-Master 
Reel-to-Reel Tape Recorder. Holds 
7" reels-two speeds•monltortn1 
control-with mlc., patch cord and 
tape. Orlglnally $110-asklng $30 
call Tom at X564 
or 273-9533 
COMIC BOOKS bought and sold. Up 
to $50 paid. 
call Barry X580-
or 273-9541 
HELP WANTED Business minded 
•tudent needed to sell travel 
programs for Spring Recess & 
summer trans- Atlantic flights. For 
Interview send name, address, year In 
school and Phone number to J R N 
617 Tacoma Avenue, Buffalo·. Ne,;; 
York 14216. ' 
piano/electric piano. It's 
surprising that he is not already 
_hlore known, as his playing is 
·excellent. He consistently varies 
his· patterns and melodies and 
keeps the listener intrugued. 
. .. Besides.Deodate himself, there 
is a host of other fine artists 
included on the album; 
,musicians who are well-known J~ .. \lie making the rounds on 
many· of the CTI albums. Ron 
·carter plays electric bass. Billy 
Cobham plays drums. Airto 
(who now has his own album 
()Ut) is featured on percussion. 
!f~re are four trumpet players; 
·¼!.eluding Marvin Stamm, who 
appeared here in concert with 
lite Ithaca College Jazz Lab. On 
~r_oinbone is, among .others, 
Garriett Brown, ·and on flute we 
'Spirit_ of Summer' J.s a 
composition by Deodate. It 
embraces the full embodiment 
of a summer's day, being 
relaxed, reflective, and brilliant. 
Especially nice are the solos on 
flute and also on acoustic guitar . 
'Prelude to Afternoon of a 
Faun', the piece written by 
Debussy, is included here and 
given a touch of magic through 
the arrangements by Deodato. It 
features Marvin Stamm on , 
Trumpet, who captures the 
changes in mood within the tune 
perfectly. Also notable is Hubert 
Laws whose flute balances the 
the other instruments and is 
successful' in placing the tune in 
its proper perspective. 
DUGOUT. SPECIALS 
each and· every week •.. 
'.ciini find Hubert Laws. There are also a few other cuts 
.:..i_ ·' on the. album, each one to be 
• ~ The first out on the album is.a ~njoyed,by the listener. On~ also 
nine-minute version of Strauss' can .. in no way overlook the 
'' 'Also Sprach Zarathustra', and is· production work by Creed 
., an µicredible piece of music. It is. Taylor. He really ~o~s }_low to 
I~ truly a mixture of classical and · bring: ea~_instru'inerif to its full t jazi. :fhe horn sec·tion: piovjdes· . sound potential on all_ the CTI 
i: the ~main ,the·m~ of -the .lps. 'so if you ·dig a good 
~ cortjposition;~vhil~afast, rhythmic m'ixture of mu'sic _to get off 0~ 
perpussion just _ke_i,,ps:on moving and. to mellow· out by,· 1 say f underneath: De(!dato does a· definitely pic)c up on this album. 
1: solo, and· ~e incorporates it irito You're. going to play it till the 
[~ .the~~ong·.very·_well, A. good deal- grooves wear thin. 
-FridaYS-
HaPPY Hour 
sueciaE .\S drafts 
3..4.................. .49 
3;30-4:30 ........... --~~~\)a\\S 
········ L •• -•• 4-o ······· { 
\1.0't·dtt\ ts 
The Dugout presents: 5-7 buffet~ ... $1.SC. 
.. · .. :· <~ Our, ow·n Super su.~d~-y-.e~ery week-.! 
Starting Jan. 21st' 1-5 p.m. Bloody Marys-SOC 
Serving lunches, sandwiches,. pizza, anytime! 
.'2,5 
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COFFEEHOUSE OPENING 
The "Crossroads" Coffeehouse has· reopened as of January 16 in its 
new location-the area which was fopnerly the Union Lollllge. Some 
of the activities proposed for th~· '.'New Crossroads" include craft 
shops, old time flicks, informal discussions, 
"Do-Your-Own-Thing"nights, a series of special. events and of 
course, live ent~rtainment. New talent is needed. Anyone (st1,1dent, 
facuJty or adminstrator) interested in performing, sharing their-craft 
know-how or getting together with others to discuss or organiz.e a 
particular activity is urged to contact "Sam" Stern in the Office of· 
Camplls Activities (X3149). 
Marilyn M. Seeley has been appointed Administrative Assistant 
for Institutional Research at Ithaca College, according to Acting 
Provost Frank Darrow. ··· 
Mrs. Seeley is responsible for collecting data in the institution for 
reports to College and to private, state and federal agencies:. She 
gathers information on various College offices for inclusion in the 
Administrative Handbook. This background information ,aids the 
College· in in~titutional decision making about itself. 
Formerly she was Administrative Assistant in Institutional 
Research and Planning for Director Paul R. Givens. She has been 
with the College since November 1968 
Paul Abert has been appointed' to· the · position .. ·of Ifuector, of · 
Technical Facilities for Ithaca College it was announced today by 
John E. Keshishoglou, Director·of the Division of Communicabons. 
Abert comes to Ithaca College with .. twenty-five _,years of 
experience in the broadcasting industry in such areas as television, 
rad.io, and sound engineering. 
At his most recent position with WTVI-TV in Charlotte, N.C., 
where ·he served as Chief Engineer, Abert was in charge of the entire 
engineering and technical operation, directing a staff of nine 
engineers and technicians. 
"Take My Hand", an Ithaca College produced film about the 
Gateway Methodist Home for Children in Williamsville, N.Y., has 
won the first place award in media presentations from the 
International Association of Business Communicators (1.A.B.C.), a 
professional organization for editors in the employee and 
community relations field. 
The 20-minute color documentary was produced last year by 
Division of Communications students enrolled in Peter Kling's 
course in Film and Television Documentaries 
Parents' Confidential Statem~nts (PCS) are avaihrble in the financial 
aid office. Any student expecting the following for 73-74 should 
complete one: Scholarship, bank loan, NDSL, campus employment, 
EOG, Work Study. They are due by March 31. , 
The National Science Foundation has awarded the Ithaca College 
-Chemistry Department a grant of $3,225 in support of a project to 
expose exceptional high school students to scientific research. The 
program, titled "Student Science Training Program (Pre-College), 
"will allow six high school students to at.tend an eight-week summer 
seminar devoter to scientific research. Under the direction of 
Associate Professor of Chemistry William·Bergmark, the seminar will 
behind July 2. The selected students, each working in close 
cooperation with an undergraduate researcher, will also benefit from 
a one-to-one relationship with the faculty advisors. According to 
Bergmark, the seminar will give the high school students a chance to 
involve themselves in scientific exploration, rather than simply 
reading about preconceived conclusions in textbooks. 
H_elp 
COOK-GAUNTLffl 
TRAVB. 
• 
*WORLD WIDE.TRAVEL SERVICE 
*INDIVIDUAL & GROUP TIAVB 
*PUNNED IN EVD\ itDAIL 
273-3073-
~7LMll0UST. 
ffllACA.,11.Y. 
ADlwlsleaef 
FIRST ~TIOUL/ITHACA 
Monday 
Tuelday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Breakfast 
Fruit 
Juices 
Choice /Eggs 
Cottage Fried Potatoes. 
Farina · " 
Aul. co'ld Cereals 
French Toast 
Fried Ham 
Pastry Ory 
Toast 
Fruit 
Juices 
Choice /eggs 
American Frlecl Potat°'s 
Oatmeal 
Asst. Cold Cereals 
Waffles 
Frtzzled Bologna 
Pastry /Ory , 
Toast 
Fruit 
Juices 
Choice /Eggs 
Hash Brown Pot11toes 
Wheatlna 
Asst, Cold Cereals 
Pancakes (ButtermtlkJ 
Sausage Links 
Pastry /Ory 
Fruit 
Juices 
Choice /Eggs 
Cottage Fried Potatoes 
Cream of Rice 
Asst. Cold Cereals 
French Toast 
Bacon 
Pastry /Dry 
Toast 
Fruit 
Juices 
Choice /Eggs 
American Fried Potatoes 
Farina 
Asst. Cold Cereals 
Waffles 
Fried Ham 
Pastry /Dry 
Toast 
Fruit 
Juices 
Choice /Eggs 
Hash Brown Potatoes ~ 
Oatmeal 
Asst. Cold Cereals 
Pancakes (Potato) 
Frizzled Bologna 
Pastry /DRY 
Toast 
LOSE 20 POUNDS 
IN TWO WEEKS! 
Famvu, U.S. Women Ski Team Diet 
Lunch 
Soup /Day 
Asst. Cold Plates 
1. Fruit 
· 2. Chicken Salad 
. 3. Mgr. Chotce 
Ooltbhi SUrgers· 
BLT's 
Turk•y Tetuzlanl 
French Fries . 
Spinach 
Salad Buffet 
Oe$J11rts: '. 
S_oup /Day . 
Asst. Cold Plates· 
· 1. Fruit-·· · 
2, Egg Salad 
3 • .P,!gr .. Choice 
Hot Dogs ' 
Meatball Heroes , 
Hot 841ef Sandwich 
Mashed Potatoes 
Sauerkr~t ' 
Salad 8uffet . 
Oesserts 
Soup/Day , 
.~t~ fold, PlaJ11$ 
1; FruJt · 
2. Ham Salad 
3_ Mgr. ChOice 
HamburgerG 
Mountain· Climbers 
()melet · 
French Fries 
Green Beans 
Salad Buttel 
Desserts 
Soup/Day 
Asst. Cold Plates 
1. Fruit 
2. Tuna Salad 
3. Mgr. Choice 
Chllt Dogs 
BBQ Beef 
Hungarlon Goulash 
Ma$hec:1 Potatoes 
Mixed Vegetables 
Salad Buffet 
Oesserrs 
soup /Day 
Asst. Cold PLates 
1. Fruit 
2. Egg Salad 
3. Mgr. Choice 
Cheeseburgers 
Fish Squares & Bun 
Macaroni / ,Cheese 
. Fi'l!nch-Frles-' a: 
Rice & Peas 
Salad Buffet 
Desserts 
Soup /Day 
Asst. Cold Plates 
1. Fruit 
2- Chicken Salad 
3- Mgr. Choice 
Hamburger Heroes 
Little Abners 
Scrambled Eggs 
French Fries 
Carrots 
Salad Buffet 
Desserts 
·Dlnner 
Baked Chleken 
Spare Ribs 
Pizza 
Oven Brown Potatoes. 
Ml>Ced Vegetables · · 
Hitn,ard Beets 
Salad 8Uffet ·. 
Coro Bread 
0essert1 
Salisbury steak 
· StufteoPeppers 
Pork Chow Mefn 
Mashed Potatoes· 
Yellqw Wax e,ans 
~r9CCOII Cuts 
'Salad Buffet 
l?an Rous· 
Desserts . 
. Prime Ribs 
Game Hens 
:;oafood Platter 
Baked Potato 
Carrots 
Peas and Pnlons 
Salad Buffet 
· Poppy Seed Roti . 
~rts · 
Roast Po,-k 
Spaghetti w/ Meat Balls 
Corn Beef 
Qolled Potatoes 
Cabbage 
Ml,ced Vegetables 
Salad Buffet 
FrenCh Bread 
Desserts 
Fish & Chips 
Souffle 
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Chicken Pot pie / Dumplings , 1, Freneh Fries 
Peas , -
Glazo<I Carrots 
Salad Buffet 
Corn Bread· 
.~rts ··:;_. 
Skirt Steak 
London Broll 
French Dip 
Steak House Fries 
Lima Beans 
Creamed Corn 
Salad Buffet 
Sesame Seed Rolls 
Desserts 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
S,wteiolizing Jn 
During the :1on-s11ow olT season 
the U.S. Wome11"s Alpine ,Ski Team 
members go on the ~slci T~a;r.' •lict 
to lose 20 pounds· in two w,ek~. 
That"_s .right - 20 pounds m· 14 days! 
The basis of the diel is chemical fo,)d 
aclie\n and was devised by a famous 
Colorado· physician especially for the 
U.S. Ski. Team. J\l_ormal energy is 
maintained· (very· important!) while 
reducing. You keep ~run.. -- no 
starvation - because -the diet i, de-
ALL SMOKERS' SUPP-LIES 
' signed 1har way! It's a diet that is 
easy 10 follow whether you work. 
travel or stay at home . 
. Thi\ is. honestl~:, a fanra~tic.illy 
,uccc:"ful drer If it weren"t, the I' .S. 
Women·~ Skr Team wouldn"t be per-
milled 10 use it! P.ight~ So. gi\'e 
~·our,;elf the same break the l!.S. Ska 
Team gets. Lose weight the screnufic, 
rro,·en way. ~\en II you'\·e tncd ·au 
I he other drets. vou owe it lo ,·our-
. ..:lf tu tn: the 't• .S. Women·; Ska 
T earn Diei. Thai ,~. rf ,·au reall, do 
"-ant 10 lo,;e 20 pound, in two "'~ks. 
Order tnda~. Tear thrs out a, a 
remmder. . 
Send 0111\· S::!.IJO IS2.::!S for Rush 
Ser,,icel .. ·i:a,h ·., 0 K · 10 Infor-
mation Sources Co .. P.O. Bo~ 91!2. 
Depr. ST. Carprntc:na. Calif. 93013. 
Don"t order uni,...\ you·eitpcct 10 lose 
20 pounds 1n t'l'O v;ecks! Becau,;e. 
that's what the Ski Team Diet '1'111 do! 
PAPER BOUND BOOKS 
PIPE REPAIRS 
MAGAZINES· 
NEWS~.\PERS 
Nest to $tread Tlaeater 
Look for the orange awnings 
.l~·E. STATE ST. 
. ...... 
A special family night ticket I.C. participated in the NCAA 
Sw.im~ers·, .. s.hope Up In f lo·rida 
program• will be in effect for Eastern Regional Tournament· 
Ithaca College's basketball games last year. The Bombers ate 4-3 
.with . Oark!lon on Jan. 26 and this season, but have a six game 
Utica College on Feb. 26,. homestand coming up. A sweep 
ac<;ording to athletic director of the six would project them 
Carlton Wood. into the running for another 
· There are four options to the tournament appearance. 
By.Dave Rives workout. It was also a chance fo 
, . swim among !iOme of the best_ 
·• For .. most' ··students at r.c.; college arid university teams· in 
Cbristnias·.vacation wu a tune-of 
fu~ and. relaxation. So~e the· country·. Twenty-four 
worked, other&-just eatjoyoij 'the hundred swimm~rs in·' all ·were' 
· · ff , itin" . ,,_, d and there;· re·1Hesentirtg such 
time o VlS g 1uen s. -· ,' · · · · · Th 
• ·..1:~ .. ·-·B t 1~, b .· f - sw1mnung.- powers as . ~ unwm-. u s- mem eJ.$ a . · u . . . f Mia · u · ·t 
I C .. ,. • · , . did -... ; .. ,.- niver.u~·.o. m1; n1vets1 y 
• • swimJJll)lg · some.._ f "C · '· • · ·· t· w· t· · L"b - · 
th t · th b th · · . : · t· o onn~cttcu , es . 1 e •• 7 , a ,gaye em o eD,J(Jymeit · · ·. ··· ,,... · · . . 
_ ... -.,~:...:~- F t i:... an~ -a Jo cal: p!)wer· St,, 
-· ,n .. .,..-,. or WO we~-- B .... d· t '' Alth """ IC 
-they:,lived and swam in Flori,i' · onave'"'ar. ~-- .. o~· ... 
: .. ·: .. ·:·:.:··- . . · .... a. didn't tak~ ·part· ~-~nyi.actual. 
'·, T -~ e : F o t t L a u d: e r:~ ~le . competition; Sta.hi stilt felt Ut,at:; 
Olympic_ ~ol;ba:1 se~:, 1~. of ··we we~ ,bette~ than ·average/' 
swilllniing talent during the . 
years. l'bis 'year it Jot a look at Coach 'Ware was plClased by 
memb~· of Ithaca's squad le~ . th~ .. appareijt. progr~ss · made . .tiy.:·· .. 
·byC<H:,aptainsfim·Stahtand:Jay ::the six' iry .. Flodda, remarking . 
McGitlley: Mike Marirto/ ,ud · that, ··'This ·was- the chance of a 
Rimba\ilt and fr~h ·steve Reiss I lifetime for. ·us: and hopefully_ it 
and· Mike Greenblott rounded will set a precedent for future 
out the Ithaca expedition. · .years ... this .is· the break we. 've 
'been ·waitihg for." .Hop~fotly; 
: The° Florida .excursi~n, the. · this .. break" will pay of(as J.C: 
first fSVe! by :a'n .. Ithaca switn · heads into· tough meet~·, with 
team, featuring· grinding double Geneseo ·and Oswego::'· .. Tluiy 
wo~c;n~ts. se.veii. days a·. We$ for· both will be ·tough, .. n:'rnarketl 
two, weeks, was ·a real boon .fo Ware. but ·,.he f efl ·: .more 
those who took part: ufr gn;e .llS. Optimistic ahout the m«ts with 
a chance to swiin together,·stay, Cortland and Lo~k . Haven. 
in shape and improve hoping for ··a ~ouple ot' 
somewhat," commented victories"'. lth;,ica starts the new 
co-captain Stahl as he headed for year next Tuesday at Oswego 
the locker room after a hard with a::!-::! record on the line. 
319 College Ave. Tel. 272·3935 
~***************** 
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Starting ·ronite 
AtThe 
Holiday Inn 
Fo_ur-UM 
GP Recording Artists 
Four~UM b~ngs a new 
exciting style to nlte club shows 
Music and comedy all 
in the same show and you 
won't want to miss it. 
. ' 
Four-~M appears nightly Mon.•Sat. 
' ·· .. ,,. . . . - ' 
. 
~: -· ~. 
. . 
sa,. 5:30-8:30 p.m. don't miss 
the Town ·Trio 
The Florida trip should pay 
off in the long run not only for 
those who went, but also for tb.e 
entire team. tt was hard wor!C. 
As co-captain Jay McGinley 
summed it up;'We did a lot of 
swirqming." 
ITHACA WOMEN'S 
· BASKETBALL TEAM 
TO ,PLAY SIX GAMES 
lth.aca College's varsjty 
wo)nen's basketb~u ·- team will 
pla_y · Si X games i.his season, 
accotdi,ig tp the schedule 
relea$ed today hy coordinator of 
women's athletics. lri!; Carnell. 
The slate will he evenly 
divided with three home and 
three· away ~a mes. Ithaca opens 
the season·. ;igainst Potsdam. at 
home. on lan .. lO. Other home 
opponcnts"will he C"Llrtlantl and 
Bnia:kport. · qi;·e :1he ro.id. ltf1aca · 
will pla}·,Onton1a. Cortland and 
C'tirnclt. 
I.<". fs ;/l~o o;citedukd lo 
parlkipatc.jn·. th~·- '.'\t,>w York 
Stall' Tourna,"i.•nt on \lard1 2-3 
The Schcc.lul~: Jan. JO. 
Pohllam St.: h:h. I. at Oneonta' 
St.: 7. :11 Cortland St.: 12. at 
Cornl'II: 22. Corti.ind St.: 27. 
Brnd,port St.: \larch 2-J. \kw 
York Slate Tournament. 
program. The first allows one Both family night attractions 
pa-rent to purchase a regu{q;· will also include a preliminary 
·$LOO 'tidet"for 50 ·cents and game starting at 6: IS. The 
bring two children, 12 years of varsity games are slate~ for 8: 15. 
age and under~ 'to the game at no' The Cornell freshmen will meet 
charge. ' · · the Ithaca junior varsity on Jan. 
:1he ,second plan will admit 26, while the Utica J.V.'s will, 
both. ,PIUents for a total cost of I c F b 26th oppose . . on e . .· 
-$ l.00, ·along with three children · '"With the new foul rule in 
12 or ·under,'· · · effect, that eliminates quite a· 
,Plan number three allows' a few free throws, the varsity 
par~nt to· purchase a 'SO ··cerit game is usually over at 9:45," 
ticket-'and · a. chiid, 13 ~r over; to . Wood pointed out,. "This makes 
bµy,_a.~~~laf $1.0Q *ket for, 2$, it convenient for a family. with. 
cents." One parent, may bong as_ young children to get home at a'. 
many as _three, children.in· the 13 · reasonable hour." · 
or -0ver'11ge· bracket to the game· : Further information .on the 
under this sp_ecial plan. ' . , , · . program can· be obtained by 
'The· last . plan allows both calling Phil Langan at 274-3233. 
par~nts. to purchase tick.ets at a · · 
t_<>t.~~. ~~st· of$ J .00, al"d to hring ·. Meadow· ·eouit 
tour _children, 13 or over, to the,. ., ~L-II .; 
game at ·the reduced 2S cent _.. _ 
rate. 
'n,e family night program 
·may· _becoine an annual affair 
dep~nding on its success·. t.hi~ 
wi nt.er: Three or four family 
nights. may be offered next year. 
Ithaca held one football family' 
day· last !-Jovemher which was 
highly successful. 
117 N. Meadow · St. 
· Ithaca, N .. Y. · ' 
I 
Je"y Holden."·M_~ · 
.. 
All Types of Re"poirs_ 
NYS INSPECJ10N STA 110N 
272-2288 
The Asiatic Garden 
118W.State St. 
Chinese-American Food 
Large Facilities and Good 
Food to Serve You Better 
I , 
Happy Hours. 
3-7 Fri. & Sat. 
• $1 Pitchers 
Fri: Bacchus 
·Sat: Hummingbird 
Sun: NO COVER ; OPEN DAILY 
Hummingbird 
Friendly Atmosphere • 
• Scenic Dock 
• Budweiser· Beer 
413 Taughannock · Tel. 273-8591 
I , \/ " '\ 
~---~I,,_...,._..,_ 
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ICKEY' 
US·IC ·itORI 
201s:TiotaSt 
Ithaca,. N~Y. · 
272-1262' 
Stu.tents! hnmelliate 
tewer ....... ,w, Pey111&11t1 
Aw ...... · W t.._.atca • 
•tanwdflMwa.ce .. 
lee· llewllart las. 
lfll W. I- It. 27:t-U'II 
'THE f.1R5T THIN6 I'\\MT 10 9AV MEN-
bl(UD WU fJENP DOWN A UTrlE ! '. 
lllnf 6.95 
ONLY ON MONDAYS 
!cut Prime !lbs of :Beef 
All the Champap, you ca.n 4rb.i 
Steak 8l. Grape 6.95 
ONLY ON TUESDAYS 
Generous l lb. Sirloin Steak 
All the Sparkling hrgun!y you CII 4riu 
leef&lle US 
ONLY ON WEDNESDAYS 
least Prime lUbs of Beef 
All the Dn.ught leer or Ale you cu d1iDk 
Steak & Bpiri1a _ ~95 
ONLY ON THURSDAYS 
~ l lb. Suiom Stak 
All tu Dzim you CID 4Jili with l)m,: 
Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. Res.: 272-6484 
,. ' 
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·::- Juniors Jim Stahl of Corry, 
Pa. - and John McCarthy of 
Geneseo, N.Y. have been 
selected as the Ithaca College 
"Athletes· of the Week" for their 
performances during the period 
of Dec.11-16. 
Stahl won both the 200 
individual medley and the 200 
breaststroke, and swam the 
breast leg for the winning 
medley relay team, as Ithac.1 
upset Brockport State, 60-53. 
The victories gave Stahl seven 
first, a second and one third. in 
nine individual starts and 39 
poi11ts for the season, just 23 
points away from setting a new 
Ithaca career scoring record. He 
now has 274 points. 
McCarthy played his best 
basketball of the season, last 
week, as Ithaca defeated 
•,•,', _,_ -.- .·,, 
Cortland, 93-73, and lost to 
Colgate, 85-73. The 6-6 cerlte~ 
scored 12 points, totaled 12 
rebounds and handed out th~H 
assists in the Cortland win,· aiili 
then added 14 points, 'fl! 
rebounds, three· steals and tw ) 
;;i~ts in the loss to Colgate. ·· .,! 
Stahl, who is majoring 'iri ,, 
Biology at Ithaca, is the son·of , 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Stahl of 44 
Oakley A venue in Corry, and is ·ai 
'70 graduate of Corry Area High .1 
School, where he worked undei 
coach Bill Cochran. 
McCarthy is majoring in 
Business Administration at 
Hhaca. He is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Robers McCarthy of 585 W! 
Lake Road in Geneseo, and is i 
. ., 
'70 gradu-ate of Watertown Hi~ 
School where he played 
basketball under Lew Kibler. ' 
'-! 
News Shorts 
BASKETBALL ON RADIO 
The IC' basketball team will host Alfred University on Saturday, 
January 20, and WICB-FM will be there. Kerry Donovan and the 
WI CB Sp ortsteam will broadcast the live play-by-play action · 
beginning at 8: IS p.m. 
T AKJNG AN INSIDE LOOK AT IC 
"Campus Dialogue", a weekly in-depth study into campus news and 
events will premiere on WICh-AM beginning Monday night at 8:00 .! 
.p.m. Host will be Tony' Pettit., 
' OF NETWORK JOURNALISTS AND TRAINS , , 
"Sunday Night" at 6:00 p.m. on WICB AM/FM will take a look at " 
several r.:levant topics this week. News Director Randy Berlage talks·.· 
with Edith Efron, a staff writer for TV Guide and author of ·t11.~UJ 
.hook. "The Newstwisters", which inveirtigatesr tire "jotirnalisti .:.· 
practives of network newsmen. Also, Fred Hirsch looks into why 
Ithaca has no passenger train service and what hopes lie in the future 
for Ithaca and AMTRAK. The week's news in review, good news, 
sports, and campus news fill 'out the weekly program. . 
'. 
Fingerlakes Typewriter·-
.Service 
104 Lake Ave. Ithaca, N_.Y. 272-5869 
February Special - $14.50 
Clean, Oil, and Adjust . 
Porta hie Typewriters 
Across from Mickeys Market 
"YOUR PROTECTION - OUR PROFESSION" 
BROKERS 
Rohcrt S. Boothroyd -- ('lassof'24' 
Robert ! .. Boothroyd -- Class of '60' 
llcnry G .. Kcysc:r ----Classof'52' 
Wil!i,1m 1-'lynn ----- C.L.U. 
ROBERT. S. BOOTHROYD 
-.AGENCY, INC. 
INSURAN-CE. 
:--
"k'e k't>/c,,me' Ya11r. /11q11iry" 
.I 12 Ettsl Seneca. #h•~. N,. Y. 
,, ,. 
~1 
::i 
. MIA·A Basketba,11 
~ ~ 
Ji By Dave Rives {,. 
x.·.· .The ~rganizational ~eeting 
. ; i or 'winter VQUeyball leagues was 
:=held this Wednesday. Play will 
··begin next Monday. All the 
.'.games are scheduled to begin at 
.. isi'1'. Check the M.I.A.A. bulletin 
:board by the bowling alley for 
'further details. 
After an extensive re-shuffling 
:of teams in the basketball 
·;league, play is about ready tJ:> 
resume. The new grouping is as 
· follows: 
ALL ST AR LEAGUE 
Last Time Around 
Phi EK 
Unhinged and Doorless 
-:Nads 
! Revenge 
iA.L.S. 
:.1N.C. Terrors 
_'Herd 
PROWEST 
The Zip 
Landon 
Hot Rocks 
Polish Nation 
Talcott Tods 
The Fifth 
Outcasts 
PRO EAST 
Delta Kappa 
Diseased Possessed 
Knicks 
Un U Ujuma 
_ Sivler Tongued Devils 
One Step Beyond 
BadM 
H.~.;H. Revisited 
TOP CASH FOR 
YOUR CAR! 
UPSTATE AUTO 
-WHOLESALE 
357 Ebnira R• .. Ithaca 
,.._273-UOO 
SEMI-PRO 
_ _Q311g 
Trix-R-4-Kids 
Space Cowboys 
Turkeys 
Holmes Hawks 
Prospect Manor I I 
Woodstock 
Willy and the Poor Boys 
COLLEGE LEAGUE 
Varnaville CC 
Golden Jacks 
Pi Lam A 
Teen Queens 
Tatkoites 
Prospect Manor 1 
Country Bums 
R-C-H 
This new setup should help to 
eyen up the competition. 
according to Herb Broadwell. 
The main idea behind the change 
was simply "better sompetition 
within each league." The best 4 
teams from each of the 2 old pro 
league divisions formed a one 
circuit All-Star League. The 
r_emaining 8 pro teams were 
joined by the top Semi-pro 
teams. The College league traded 
its 3 top teams to the semi-pro 
league in turn for the three 
semi-pro teams with the poorest 
records to complete the over-all 
league realignment. 
Skip Ransom takes over the 
duties of activities manager for 
the spring term. 
FOUL SHOOTING CONTEST 
The annual M.I.A.A. foul 
shooting contest is scheduled to 
take place on Jan. 27th from 1-4 
·P.M: Gym I will be the setting 
for this event, which is open to 
all full-time male, female. and 
graduate students. Each 
contestant will be given 25 
shots, with the scoring based on 
the number of successful 
attempts. No signups are 
necessary. If you're interested 
iust come at the designated 
times. 
"FREE PRESTONE SPRAY WAX" 
S S cent value 
WITH THIS COUPON 1 ~ .t PURCHASE OF CAR WASH 
. . , . . 
~"" Automatic Car Wash &. Dry 
$1.00 with any fillup $2.00 with no ga~ 
ITHACA~ FINEST AUTOMATIC 
QRUSH CAR WASH 
Gulf CarWash In Front Of Wes ton·~ 
PIRRO'S 
PIZZA 
272~1950 
SPEEDY. 
DELIVERY 
. YOU RING-
WE·BRING 
Fm DELIVDY on orders of s.2~.90 or more 
. · - - ,, ' . : .. 
_TJ_i~~Ith11can,~!8, 19~;:; 15 
.·. ;ch~rChe5 Are For Lovers• ~ 
First Baptist in Dewitt Park 11 A.M. ~ 
THE. MOST UNUSUAL 
* * * JI!J~~X-.EI..~ * * * 
llP@YOOllMlMW flOIFY~ 
IN OUR AUTHENTIC OLD PHARMACY 
PERFUMES. SCENTS. POWDERS .:REMES. TOILETRIES. ETC. 
I Al,.L TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION 1 • 
~..A.:N:D~ 
C au 11414 ~ t,t tJa P ) T!f !.~N.I ... ~llAP-~S Jf ifa 
unforaelta6/e if, from 
d'ReJJoolutw&w&mlique 
112 N. ~rora Street • Ithaca, New York 14850 • Phone (607) 273-~ . 
\ ~. ' ' . ' . ' . , . . '} ' . ' , . ~ ,' ' - ' 
Thelthacan,JanJJary 18, JQ73 ·P~g!-16----~-_iillll--llllilllllllllll--llllill---···--.. :· .'·' 
. . ~ 
list J.98 
1.77·ea. 
list 7.98 
- sale 
$4.47 
list 4.98 
sale 
$2.97. 
tapes 
list 6.98 
sal,e 
$4.47 
list 5.98 
sale 
$3.57 
only at midtown records-
list 6.98 
sale 
.$3.97 
cut-outs, close-outs, trade-ins, collectors item·s 
18C to $1.97 . 
thousands of titlesll classical-iazz- rock 
' ,;~•'~I:, ,I' 1 ,',I',:,.,:, I '.,', I , I ' I , , 
Thru January 28th 
-
HOURS: . MON-FRI· 10:00-10:00 · 
SAT 10:00-6:00, SUN 12.-G0-6:00 
317 COLLEGE AVL PHONEc 272-2555 , 
{~CROSS RlOM.CO~-~).. . 
... 
'', •, ' I '',' ',·.', ', .t_' ,', ' 
. \. 
. . \ 
', 
'.~ 
